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Che Commontoealth of Massachusetts

To the General Court of Massachusetts.
Pursuant to the requirements of Section 3 of Chapter 499 of the Acts of 1924 the Special Commission on the Blind herewith respectfully submits for your consideration the final report of its work. J

GEORGE D. CHAMBERLAIN, 
Chairman.

(For preliminary report of December 15, 1924, see House Document No. 116.)





ACT CREATING COMMISSION.

Acts or 1924, Chapter 499.
An Act requiring t h e  D iv ision  op t h e  B lind  to esta blish , eq uip  and m a in 

tain Schools for th e  I ndustrial T ra in in g  op B lind  P ersons and 
W orkshops for th eir  E m ploym ent, and providing for an  I nvestiga
tion relative to t h e  E m ploym ent, T r ain ing  and P lacem ent of th e  
Blind.

Whereas, The deferred operation of this act would tend to defeat its purpose, therefore it is hereby declared to be an emergency law, necessary for the immediate preservation of the public convenience.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:

Section 1. Chapter sixty-nine of the General Laws is hereby amended by striking out section fourteen and inserting in place thereof the following: — Section 14. The division shall, with the approval of the governor and council, establish, equip and maintain schools for the industrial training of blind persons, and workshops for their employment.
Section 2. Upon the taking effect of this act, the division of the blind of the department of education shall reopen and maintain the shops for the blind aperated by it in the city of Cambridge and closed in July, nineteen hundred and twenty-three, and shall, upon such opening, employ all blind persons employed in said shops immediately prior to said closing, who apply for employment, and at a rate of wages not less than that respectively paid them immediately prior to said closing, and may employ other blind persons who are residents of the commonwealth, except such former employees or other blind Dersons as are incapacitated for work by reason of age or infirmity other than ilindness. The director of the division shall make every effort to dispose of the iroducts manufactured, and for this purpose shall establish a sales force and emporarily employ salesmen, whose appointment shall not be subject to chapter hirty-one of the General Laws.
Section 3. A special commission is hereby established, to consist of two nembers of the senate to be designated by the president, four members of the louse of representatives to be designated by the speaker, and three persons to >e appointed by the governor, to investigate existing conditions relative to blind lersons in the commonwealth, with special reference to making further pro- ision for their employment in shops conducted by the commonwealth, in home adustries, or otherwise, and providing means for self-help through education, raining and placement; to consider to what forms of work the blind can best dapt themselves, what opportunities there are for employment of the blind, ow industries conducted for the blind by the commonwealth should be organized nd managed, what measures should be taken for buying raw materials and isposing of the product to best advantage, and whether further provision light be made for the manufacture for and sale to state departments and to ‘her public authorities of articles made by the blind, and for enlisting public iterest in the purchase of such articles; and to consider what changes, if any, lould be made in the administrative organization of the work for the blind inducted by the commonwealth, and whether all or any part of that work lould be transferred from the department of education to any other department. The commission in the course of its investigation shall inquire into the
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work done for the blind in other states and by private organizations, with particular reference to the providing of employment. The departments of education, public welfare and labor and industries are hereby directed to assist the commission by furnishing it with all pertinent information in their possession. The commission shall be assigned quarters in the state house, may hold hearings, may employ clerical and other assistance, and, subject to the approval of the governor and council, may incur such expenses within such amount, not exceeding five thousand dollars, as the general court shall appropriate. Said commission shall file with the clerk of the house of representatives on or before December fifteenth of the current year a report of its investigations and recommendations, together with drafts of such legislation, if any, as it recommends. [Approved June 5, 1924.

it.



r e p o r t  o f  t h e  s p e c ia l  c o m m is s io n  o n
THE BLIND.

Organization of t h e  Co m m issio n .
Shortly after the prorogation of the General Court, in accordance with the provisions of section 3 of the foregoing act, the following-named persons were appointed to serve on the special Commission on the Blind:
By the President of the Senate:

Senator George D. Chamberlain of Springfield.Senator William J. Look of Tisbury.
By the Speaker of the House of Representatives:

Eepresentative George K. Pond of Greenfield.Representative Edward B. Moor of Worcester.Eepresentative William H. McCarthy of Eockland.Eepresentative Robert Dinsmore of Boston.
By His Excellency the Governor:

James P. Munroe, Esq., of Boston.Honorable Frederick P. Cabot of Boston.Miss Lillian E. Garside of Watertown.
The above-named appointees were first called together at the State House on Thursday, July 24, and the Commission was organized with the election of Senator George D. Chamberlain of Springfield as chairman and Irving N. Hayden of Quincy as secretary. Room 480 in the State House was assigned to the Commission as its permanent headquarters.It was discovered that while section 3 of chapter 499 of the Acts of 1924 called for an appropriation of $5,000 to cover the necessary expenses of this investigation, the amount had inadvertently been omitted from the supplementary budget. The Commission was, therefore, left without funds, and it was unable to proceed with the work which had been laid out for it.It, therefore, became necessary, in order that the Special Commission might carry on this most important work, to make application to the Governor and Council for an emergency appropriation. On July 30 the Governor and Council voted the sum of $2,000 from the “ Extraordinary Eund ” toward the expenses of the Commission.Beginning in the latter part of August and continuing until the present date, many conferences have been held with the officials of State departments, including the Board of Industrial Accidents, the Commission on Administration and Finance, the Department of Education, the Department of Labor and Industries, the Department of Public Health and the Department of Public Welfare.Mr. Robert I. Bramhall, Director of the Division of the Blind, was present by request at the first meeting and gave to the Commission a brief outline of the work which had been carried on by the Division. He has supplemented this with further information from time to time as called for.Mr. Arthur E. Holmes, Supervisor of the Blind, United States Veterans’ Bureau of Washington, D. C., appeared before the Commission on September 25 and gave an interesting outline of the work which is being carried on by the United States government in training and caring for the blind veterans of the
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World War. In addition Mr. Holmes has furnished the Commission with a written outline of this work and data regarding the same.Mr. Henry YanVliet of the State Board of Charities and Correction of Concord, New Hampshire, and Mr. Stetson K. Ryan, Secretary of the State Board of Education of the Blind of Hartford, Connecticut, appeared before the Commission on October 2, devoting the entire day to describing the work in their respective states and answering questions of members of the Commission. In addition, Mr. VanVliet voluntarily attended the public hearing which was held in Boston later and furnished additional information.Mr. Edward E. Allen, head of the Perkins Institute for the Blind in Water- town, and also a member of the Advisory Board of the Division of the Blind has given his hearty co-operation and help. Many other individuals have also assisted the Commission with suggestions.The Special Commission visited the Cambridge workshop for men and the Woolson House Industries for women on September 17.A public hearing was held in the State House Auditorium on October 22, at which there was a good attendance, although a large majority of the audience consisted of the blind and attendants and members of their families.In accordance with the following advertisement which appeared in the Pittsfield and Springfield papers, the Special Commission visited Springfield on November 13:

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
The special Commission on the Blind, appointed to investigate conditions relative to the employment, training and placement of the blind, will hold public hearings in the City Library Lower Hall, State Street, Springfield, on Thursday, November 13, 1924, at 2.30 p .m . and 8.00 p .m . All persons interested in the welfare of the blind are invited and requested to be present and offer criticisms or suggestions regarding any phase of the work for the blind in this Commonwealth.

(Signed) George D. Chamberlain, Chairman.
I rving N. H ayden, Secretary.

At both of these hearings in Springfield, opportunity was offered to any one interested in the work for the blind to make suggestions or criticisms regarding the work as it is now being carried on. The afternoon hearing was so sparsely attended, an executive session was held, after which the Commission adjourned until evening. At the evening hearing there was a fair attendance, but, like the public hearing held in Boston on October 22, the large majority of those present were either blind people or members of their families. It is to be regretted that there is not a widespread public interest in the matter of handling 
the problem of the blind.On the return trip from Springfield, the Commission stopped at Worcester and inspected the Worcester State workshop for the blind. A visit was also made to Whitcomb Hall, which is a basket shop for blind men, and Worcester Memorial Home for blind women, both institutions being operated by private associations. Members of the Commission have also visited the workshops for the blind in Fall River, Lowell and Pittsfield.This investigation covering such a wide field and being of such importance, the Commission, realizing the futility of filing an incomplete report on the date required in the Act creating the Commission, on December 15 filed a preliminary “ report of progress,” recommending an extension of time for the filing of the 
final report.The following order was adopted in the Senate on January 14, 1925, anam the House of Representatives on January 15, 1925:

Ordered, That the time within which the General Court will receive the report of the special Commission on the Blind, appointed under authority of Chapter of the Acts of 1924 to investigate existing conditions relative to the employment, training and placement of the blind, he hereby extended to the thirty-first day of
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January, nineteen hundred and twenty-five; and that any unexpended balance appropriated for the payment of the expenses of said committee shall continue to be 
available until said date.

There was a further extension of time under the following order, adopted by the Senate on January 30, and by the House of Representatives on February 2, 
1925:

Ordered, That the time within which the General Court will receive the report of the special Commission on the Blind, appointed under authority of Chapter 499 of the Acts of 1924 to investigate existing conditions relative to the employment, training and placement of the blind, be further extended to February seventh, nineteen hundred and twenty-five; and that any unexpended balance appropriated for the payment of the expenses of said committee shall continue to be available until the committee has made its final report.

S ummary op Ch ie f  R ecom m endations.
1. A Cambridge Shop should be maintained for those of the blind previously employed there who are not incapacitated by reason of age or infirmity other than blindness and who cannot fairly be employed in other occupational outlets, when due consideration is given to the fact that in certain eases individuals have been brought, through the action of the state, from other places into the group shop in Cambridge. The shop should be relocated so as to be better adapted to the work and be safe from fire.2. Otherwise than above, large shops for the blind should not be maintained.3. Small shops may advantageously be carried on, but, whenever possible, these should be conducted by private enterprise so far as possible on a proper business basis, employees to have their wages augmented by money from public funds under approval of the proper official.4. The small shops now carried on by the State should so far as practicable be disposed of by transfer to private individuals or organizations to be carried on so long as needed on the above basis.5. The wages or earnings of the blind, working in shops, run by the State or by private persons, or working in home industries whether such work is for approved training and education or for approved method of gaining support, should be augmented from public funds to a reasonable point in individual cases found by the Director of the Division to be deserving thereof.6. State Departments and other public agencies should be required within the terms of section 25 of chapter 69 of the General Laws, as amended by chapter 486 of the Acts of 1921, to purchase products made by the blind. Cities and towns should be strongly urged to do so in like instances.7. Products made by the blind should, so far as not disposed of privately, be delivered to the Division of the Blind and inspected and such of them as are accepted as salable should forthwith be paid for at their fair value out of the appropriations for the work of the blind and thereafter be disposed of under the direction of the Director of the Division.8. In order to promote knowledge of the capabilities of the blind and the sale of articles made by them, a permanent arrangement should be made in Boston particularly for the display of the products of the blind in some show room on the ground floor used solely for these products or a space secured in some department store or other suitable place, where the articles would be readily and continuously seen by the public.9. Not less than two properly qualified home teachers should be employed in addition to the present number of five.10. The salaries of home teachers should be raised to not less than twenty per cent above the present salaries.11. There should be one additional properly qualified employee to add to the present three engaged in placing the blind at work among the sighted.12. “ The Superintendent of Employment in Competition with the Seeing ”,
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or other properly qualified employee, should devote substantial time to interviewing prospective employers, giving talks before organizations of men and of women interested in human welfare and in other ways promote understanding and sympathetic co-operation between the sighted population and the blind with a view to placing the blind at work among the sighted.13. There should be suitable publicity to increase understanding of and interest in the blind to promote multiplication of volunteer organizations to enlarge opportunities for the blind, to promote their social life, self-reliance and happiness.14. Existing laws should be amended to make clear that the Director of the Division of the Blind is in charge of the administration and execution of the laws and the other members are to act solely in an advisory capacity. (See form of proposed act hereto annexed.)

P rocedure followed by t h e  S pecial Com m ission  in  t h is  R eport.
The Special Commission has taken up the problems of the blind in the order of the duties assigned in the Special Act under which the Commission has been appointed, as follows:1. Investigation of existing conditions relative to blind persons in the Commonwealth, with special reference to making further provision for their employment in shops conducted by the Commonwealth, in home industries or otherwise, and providing means for self-help through education, training and placement.2. Consideration of forms of work to which the blind can best adapt themselves.3. Consideration of what opportunities there are for employment of the blind.4. Consideration of how industries conducted for the blind by the Commonwealth should be organized and managed, what measures should be taken for buying raw materials and disposing of the product to best advantage and whether further provision might be made for the manufacture and sale to State Departments and to other public authorities of articles made by the blind, and for enlisting public interest in the purchase of such articles.5. Consideration of what changes, if any, should be made in the administrative organization of the work for the blind conducted by the Commonwealth, and whether all or any part of that work should be transferred from the Department of Education to any other department.

SECTION I.
INVESTIGATION OF EXISTING CONDITIONS RELATIVE TO BLIND PERSONS IN THE COMMONWEALTH W ITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO MAKING FURTHER PROVISION FOR THEIR EMPLOYMENT IN SHOPS CONDUCTED BY THE COMMONWEALTH, IN HOME INDUSTRIES OR OTHERWISE, AND PROVIDING MEANS FOR SELF-HELP THROUGH EDUCATION, TRAINING AND PLACEMENT.

The following are the existing statutory provisions under which the Commonwealth deals with the Blind:
General L aws, Chapter 15.

Section 13. The division of the blind shall consist of the commission for the blind. The director of said commission shall be the director of said division.Section 14. The commission for the blind shall consist of a director, at such salary, not exceeding thirty-five hundred dollars, as the governor and council determine, and five associate members, who shall serve without compensation. Upon the expiration of the term of office of a director, his successor shall be appointed for five years by the governor, with the advice and consent of the council. One associate member shall annually be appointed by the governor, with like advice and consent,
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for five years. Said director and associate members shall be reimbursed for expenses necessarily incurred in the performance of their duties.

Section 15. The director, with the approval of the commission for the blind, may appoint, at such compensation as he may fix, such agents, teachers and subordinate officers as said commission may deem necessary, and may remove them with the approval of said commission, but no person employed by liim shall be a member thereof.
General L aws, Chapter 69.

Section 12. The division of the blind shall make its own by-laws and adopt all necessary rules and regulations, and shall act in an advisory capacity with respect to the administration and execution of the laws by the director and shall visit all schools and workshops established under its authority.
Section 13. The division shall act as a bureau of information and industrial aid, the object of which shall be to aid the blind in finding employment and to develop home industries for them.
Section 14.1 The division may, with the approval of the governor and council, establish, equip and maintain, and may discontinue, schools for industrial training of blind persons, and workshops for their employment.
Section 15. The division may provide or pay for temporary lodgings and temporary support for workmen or pupils received at any industrial school or workshop established by it, and may contribute to the support of pupils from the commonwealth receiving instruction in institutions outside thereof.
Section 10. Under the direction of the division, there may be expended annually ten thousand dollars to provide sight saving classes for children certified by any reputable oculist, as fit subjects for instruction therein. With the approval of the division, local school committees may organize and conduct such classes.
Section 17. The director shall be the executive head of the division, and all bills by it contracted shall be subject to his approval. He may act as the representative of the blind in all proceedings before any department, board or commission of the commonwealth or of any county, city or town therein.
Section 18. The director shall administer the laws relative to the blind and shall prepare rules and regulations for consideration and adoption by the division.
Section 19. He shall maintain a register of the blind in the commonwealth, which shall describe their condition, cause of blindness and capacity for education and industrial training. The supervisor of the decennial census shall aid him by furnishing, upon his request, the names, addresses and such other facts concerning the blind as may be obtained in taking any such census. The 'department of public welfare and the overseers of the poor shall aid the director by reporting whenever outdoor or indoor aid is granted to families in which there is a blind member, and the director shall report in turn to the said department and the said overseers any activity on his part in relation to blind persons who or whose families are known to be receiving or to have received public outdoor or indoor aid.

, ^E<]r;'I0N 20. He may also register cases of persons whose eyesight is seriously defective or who are likely to become visually handicapped or blind, and to take such measures, m co-operation with other authorities, as he may deem advisable for the prevention of blindness or conservation of eyesight, and, in appropriate cases, for the education of children and for the vocational guidance of adults having seriously defective sight.
Section 21. The director may provide for the instruction of the adult blind at then- homes and may furnish materials and tools to any blind person, and may a-SMs such blind persons as are engaged in home industries in marketing their 

Lf„ili- r i l ie 1may suitable wages to the employees of schools and workshops . Vr ishecl uhner section fourteen and may devise means for the sale and distribution oi the products of such schools and workshops.
Section 22. He may receive in schools established by the division pupils from other states upon the payment of such fees as it  may determine.

_  ® The director may ameliorate the condition of the blind by devising ..V jj  ,° the circulation of books, by promoting visits among the agedn.i ]] e?s, ‘ lna 111 their homes, by aiding individual blind persons with money or 
shnll aj lCe,’ i°r !’7  any other method he may deem expedient; provided, that he ______ un|teitake the permanent support or maintenance of any blind person.
chapter 499 ̂ of"the Acts"of^1924th6 aCt under which the Special Commission was appointed,
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Section 24. There may be advanced annually to the director from the state t reasurv, from the amount appropriated for the maintenance of the industries established' by the division, such sum as may be necessary, not exceeding five thousand dollars at one time, to be used as a working capital for said industries. Said sura when drawn from the treasury shall be deposited in a national bank or trust company to the credit of the director, who shall give a bond in such sum and with such sureties as the governor and council may approve.Section 25. (As amended by chapter 486, Acts of 1921.) The superintendent of buildings and officers in charge of state or Other public institutions shall purchase articles or supplies, other than products of prison labor, from the division of the blind; provided, that the division has the same for sale and that they were produced by persons under the supervision of the division or in industrial schools or workshops 

under its supervision.Section 26. The department may, upon the request of the parents or guardians mid with the approval of the governor, send such deaf and such blind persons as it  considers proper subjects for education, for a term not exceeding ten years, to the American school, at Hartford, for the Deaf, in the state of Connecticut, to the Clarke School for the Deaf at Northampton, to the Horace Mann School at Boston, to any other school for the deaf in the commonwealth, as the parents or guardians may prefer, or to the Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind, as the case may be, and, upon like request and with like approval, it may continue for a longer term the instruction of meritorious pupils recommended by the principal or other cliief officer of the school which they attend. With the approval of the governor the department may, at the expense of the commonwealth, make such provision for the care and education of children who are both deaf and blind as it may deem expedient. No such pupil shall be withdrawn from such institutions or schools except with the consent of the authorities thereof or of the department; and the expenses of the instruction and support of such pupils therein, actually rendered or furnished, including their necessary traveling expenses, whether daily or otherwise, but not exceeding ordinary and reasonable compensation therefor, shall he paid' by the commonwealth; but the parents or guardians of such children, who are able wholly or in part to provide for their support and care, shall, to the extent of 
their ability, reimburse the commonwealth therefor.Section 27. The department shall direct and supervise the education of all such pupils, and the commissioner shall state in his annual report their number, the cost of their instruction and support, the manner in which the money appropriated by the commonwealth therefor has been expended, to what extent reimbursed, and such 
ether information as he deems important.

T h e  N umiser of B lin d .
The State and the Federal census show wide discrepancies in stating the number of blind persons in Massachusetts. This is due in a great part to the varying definitions of blindness. The State census in 1907 showed a blind population of 3,806; 434 being under 20 years, 1,401 between 20 and 59 years, and 1,971 over 60 years of age. The registrar of the Division in 1909 showed a total of 4,312, and'in 1922 showed a total of 3,888. This confirms the behel ol those who claim that blindness in Massachusetts is diminishing.The analysis which is here shown may be depended upon as giving a reliable 

distribution of the 3,888 blind persons above mentioned.

Analysis. o ocgTotal number of blind and partially b l i n d ........................................................ ’
B lind , ..................................................................................................................F i j i
P a rtia lly  blind _j ___ 3,888

, 2,074Males j 8i4F e m a le s ..................................................................  . )___ 3,888
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Self-supporting :Employed in shops for the blind . . . .Employed in factories with sightedOwn business or profession . . . . .Income . . . . . . .Housewife . . . . . . .Pensions, etc. . . . . . . .
Partially self-supporting:Employed in shops for the blind . . . .  Employed in factories with sighted Own business or profession Income . . . . . . .
Dependent upon relatives . . . . . .Dependent upon public aid . . . . . .Dependent upon private aidInmates of institutions, almshouses, etc.Minors (most of whom are attending schools for the blind classes) . . . . . .

168 . 96 . 480 . 452 . 305 
. 296

-----1,797

5. 165 
68

----- 243 1
. 8682 92 3 40 4 . 3 2 9or sight-saving
. 519
-------- 3,888

D iv ision  op th e  B lind  E x pen d itu r es , 1920-1924.
The following: tables show the gross expenditures of the Division of the Blind in carrying on its various activities for a period of four years.The tables also show the receipts of the several shops' for goods sold during the same period. These receipts were used for the purchase of raw material and for payment of wages to the blind.

Administration.
1 92 0 - 2 1 . 1 9 2 1 - 2 2 . 1 9 2 2 - 2 3 . 1 9 2 3 - 2 4 . T otal.

Salaries, seeing . . .  Salaries, blindEquipment.............................RentServices, guides5 TravelTelephone . . . . .  General expense . . . .

$14,225 21 8,761 46 579 35 2,934 97 755 85 3,475 22 815 59 1,678 52.

$14,559 58 9,355 34 111 13 3,035 86 495 54 2,828 99 737 10 1,371 26

$15,019 98 8,231 84 210 83 3,273 45 386 05 2,884 00 855 18 1.424 73

$17,362 00 7,085 00 174 70 3,475 54 269 40 2,614 70 727 29 1,145 61

$(31,166 77 33,433 64 1,076 01 12,719 82 1,906 84 11,802 91 3,135 16 5,620 12
$33,226 17 $32,494 80 $32,286 06 $32,854 24 $130,861 27

Appropriation . . . . $33,226 17 $32,494 80 $32,288 06 $32,854 24 $130,861 27

General Industrial and Educational Aid.
Special wages, blind Bonus to blind Merchandise furnished blind Services, guides5 . . .  Board, apprentices TravelGeneral expense Special instruction

$7 20
492 80 5,994 46 1,999 14 439 28 125 19

$3 49 231 95 5,624 00 1,780 74 309 10 207 63 200 00

$213 15 4,766 08 1.183 57 310 69 253 70 155 90

$144 51 3,728 47 536 87 454 70 350 57 80 00

$7 20 3 49 1,082 41 20,113 01 5,500 32 1,513 77 937 09 435 90
Amount refunded on equipment . $9,058 07 143 50 #8.350 91 $6,883 09 $5,295 12 $29,593 19 143 50
Appropriation . . . .

$8,914 57 
$8,914 57

$8,356 91 j 
$8,356 91

$6,883 09 
$6,883 09

$5,295 12 
$5,295 12

$29,449 69 
$29,449 69

\ Of this number, 120 have received relief. ." JJJ this number, 301 have received relief.
" Hr numher, 86 have received relief I this number. 27 have received relief 5 *or blind members of the staff• For all blind workers in division shops and outside in industry.
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Pittsfield.
1920-21. 1921-22. 1922-23. 1923-24. Total.

Merchandise . Wages, seeing Wages, blind .Rent Travel . Telephone General expense . Equipment .

$9,598 89 1,632 87 9,394 7 s 1,691 68 75 73 102 02 3,054 58 186 01

$10,181 533,023 98 9,567 55 1,905 95 21 54 119 73 2,777 50 90 90

$14,634 02 3,026 46 9,979 78 1,944 15
134 05 2,085 36 28 50

$12,834 56 3,043 88 10,126 18 1,956 27
192 87 2,295 68 76 92

847,249 00 10,727 19 39,068 29 7,498 05 97 27 548 87 10,213 12 382 33
$25,736 56 $27,688 68 $31,832 32 $30,526 36 $115,783 92

ReceiptsAppropriation $15,244 00 10,360 27 $16,338 95 11,696 46 $23,424 96 9,745 91 S19.943 67 10,215 87 $74,951 58 42,018 51
$25,604 27 $28,035 41 $33,170 87 $30,159 54 $116,970 09

Lowell.
Merchandise .Wages, seeingWages, blind .RentTravelTelephoneGeneral expense .

$2,959 04 436 00 4,661 10 853 90 50 59 64 1,942 77

$3,367 98 436 00 4,295 60 862 10 9 24 74 03 1,577 57

$7,837 48 424 50 5,017 07 850 90
77 73 1,483 01

$4,075 20 456 60 4,998 18 849 92
73 58 1,356 11

$18,239 70 1,753 10 18,971 95 3,416 82 9 74 284 98 6,359 46
$10,912 95 $10,622 52 $15,690 69 $11,809 59 $49,035 75

ReceiptsAppropriation $6,479 93 4,564 74 $6,203 60 4,208 42 $10,585 73 4,593 41 $8,364 64 4,149 24 $31,633 90 17,515 81
$11,044 67 $10,41* 02 $15,179 14 $12,513 88 $49,149 71

Worcester.
Merchandise . Wages, seeing Wages, blind .Rent Travel Telephone General expense . Equipment .

.

•

$3,144 92 420 00 5,048 81 349 36 2 06 74 20 2,326 94

$2,667 61 718 00 5,518 55 274 55 1 10 107 66 1,966 10 28 00

$2,329 71 976 33 5,815 16 377 31
81 92 2,503 09

$2,306 79 944 00 6,651 28 542 57
69 64 2,547 81

$10,449 03 3,058 33 23,033 80 1,543 79 3 16 333 42 9.343 94 28 00
$11,366 29 $11,281 57 $12,083 52 $13,062 09 $47,793 47

ReceiptsAppropriation $7,679 21 4,364 14 $7,175 98 4,184 51 $6,892 84 5,017 84 $9,163 52 4.954 02 $30,911 55 18,520 51
$12,043 35 $11,360 49 $11,910 68 $14,117 54 {49,432 Of

Fall River.
Merchandise . Wages, seeing Wages, blind .RentTelephone General expense . Equipment .

$4,154 88 1,138 06 4,215 16 808 88 62 80 1,813 33 13 50

$9,697 79 1,602 48 6,657 06 1,040 21 80 55 2,208 58 76 50

$19,095 182.279 81 6,030 551.279 44 63 801,753 59 58 00

$4,899 93 1,614 18 4,547 61 1,048 96 59 77 1,383 89 18 00

837,847 78 6,634 83 21,450 38 4,177 49 266 92 7,159 39 166 00
$12,206 61 $21,363 17 $30,560 37 $13,572 34 $77,702 49

Receipts •Appropriation $7,700 05 5,164 19 $13,624 67 6,757 98 $18,314 93 10,119 63 S10,894 67 5,556 95 850,534 32 27,598 75
$12,864 24 $20,382 65 $28,434 56 $16,451 62 878,133 07
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Woolson House Industries and Salesroom.
1 9 2 0 - 2 1 . 1 9 2 1 - 2 2 . 1 92 2 - 2 3 . 1 9 2 3 - 2 4 . Total.

Merchandise . Wages, blind. Wages, seeing RentGeneral expense .

$2,411 62 5,398 05 5,822 81 2,116 39 1,350 25

$2,274 58 5,658 97 5,831 46 1,909 06 1,392 87

$1,646 56 6,000 59 4,680 31 1,971 06 1,564 40

$1,371 56 5,964 43 4,566 84 1,949 70 1,339 08

$7,704 32 23,022 04 20,901 42 7,946 21 5,646 60
$17,099 12 $17,066 94 $15,862 92 $15,191 61 $65,220 59

Sales $7,105 16 $6,798 01 $8,269 06 $7,418 63 $29,590 86

Home Work Department.
Merchandise . . . . .  Wages, blind . . . . .Wages, seeing..............................General expense . . . .

$1,293 56 3,588 59 3 00 59 22
$1,530 27 3,522 27 4 12 105 22

$1,613 64 3,339 58 648 44139 02
$1,691 94 2,104 47 997 48 69 89

$6,129 41 12,554 91 1,653 04 373 35
$4,944 37 $5,161 88 $5,740 68 $4,863 78 $20,710 71

Receipts . . . . . $4,895 43 $4,396 23 $5,757 89 $3,441 05 $18,490 60

Cambridge Industries.
Merchandise . . . . . $129,233 61 $140,392 44 $156,647 83 $40,864 41 $467,138 29Equipment.............................. 900 25 1,276 50 933 00 576 38 3,686 13Wages, blind . . . . . 60,481 50 62,564 82 43,076 94 13,786 00 179,909 26Wages, seeing . . . . 18,943 43 17,801 95 12,945 73 4,966 68 54,657 79R e n t ..................................... 6,463 52 5,939 22 7,250 46 5,216 51 24,869 71Telephone . . . . . 669 99 765 86 654 03 512 14 2,602 02General expense . . . . 17,585 09 16,216 73 9,049 72 3,393 45 46,244 99

$234,277 39 $244,957 52 $230,557 71 $69,315 57 $779,108 19
S u b s i d y .............................. - - - 23,621 23 23,621 23

$234,277 39 $244,957 52 $230,557 71 $92,936 80 $802,729 42
Sales $174,794 65 $185,741 21 $156,360 36 $46,864 19 $563,760 41Appropriation . . . . 53,500 00 65,498 25 78,910 36 47,701 91 245,610 52

$228,294 65 $251,239 46 $235,270 72 $94,566 10 $809,370 93

State Home Teachers.
Instructors Clerks Guides .Travel .Merchandise for pupils General expense

Appropriation

$4,800 00 $4,800 00 $4,800 00 $4,950 00 $19,350 0028 15 15 00 11 50 12 00 66 651,473 25 1,290 25 1,326 85 1,428 25 5,518 602,854 23 2,907.45 2,773 67 3,015 66 11,551 01639 66 516 33 446 23 459 61 2,061 83185 95 156 99 152 88 152 50 648 32
$9,981 24 $9,686 02 $9,511 13 $10,018 02 $39,196 41
$9,981 24 $9,686 02 $9,511 13 $10,018 02 $39,196 41

Belief.
Appropriation $81,000 00 $86,300 00 ' 8104,589 64 $124,996 21 $396,885 85
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Sight-Saving Glasses.
1 9 2 0 - 2 1 . 1 9 2 1 - 2 2 . 1 9 2 2 - 2 3 . 192 3 - 2 4 . Total.

Appropriation . . . . $9,999 51 $10,000 00 $11,100 00 $12,999 82 SM.099 33

Summary.
GrossExpenditures. Receipts from Finished Products. Appropriations.

1920-21 S459.664 78 $223,898 43 S221,074 831921-22 ..................................................... 484,980 01 240,278 65 239,183 351922-23 ..................................................... 506,698 13 229,605 77 272,757 071923-24 ..................................................... 368,125 98 106,090 37 258,741 40
$1,819,468 90 $799,873 22 $991,756 65

I. (a) The State Workshops.
There are five state shops for men, located respectively in Cambridge, Pall River, Lowell, Pittsfield and Worcester, and one for women in Cambridge. These shops are for educational and occupational purposes quite as much as for an industrial outlet.

T h e  Cambridge S h o p .
In view of the conditions prevailing at Cambridge in the Cambridge Industries at the time the Legislature adjourned, the Commission directed its efforts first to a study of the situation there.At the risk of seeming to give too much prominence to the Cambridge shop, where less than 3 per cent of the total blind population of the State has at any time been employed, the Commission presents in considerable detail the facts as they found them.Prior to 1906 there were in Massachusetts only four agencies actively engaged in an attempt to improve the industrial condition of the blind. All of these except the workshop for the adults at South Boston were still in the experimental stage and in need of financial support.The first step of the Commission for the Blind in the industrial field was the taking over of the maintenance of the experiment station for the trade training of the blind, maintained at 678 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston, by the Massachusetts Association for Promoting the Interests of the Adult Blind, for the purpose of testing the value of hand weaving as a remunerative occupation for blind men and women. The total amount paid for stock, plant, etc., was $3,164.04.In 1907 the experiment station, or what is now termed the “ Cambridge Industries ”, being located in inadequate quarters, was moved, the men’s shop being located at 686 Massachusetts Avenue and the women’s shop at 277 Harvard Street, Cambridge.Classes were held in cobbling, basketry and broom making. The cobbling class was discontinued in 1909, owing to limitation of space.The present Cambridge broom shop began as a one-man sub-department of the mop and rug shops. This business increased and in September, 1911, with the chair-seating department and the mattress department, was transferred from under the same roof with the mop and rug work, to a separate building.1The superintendent in charge of this shop was made the manager also of the shops carried on by the State in Worcester, Pittsfield, Fall River and Lowell, with headquarters in Cambridge.A willow-work department was developed and was located in a building at 347 Green Street. This department was discontinued in October, 1921. There was also a dowell shop for a portion of the time operated in connection with willow shop.
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In 1916 the broom, chair-seating: and mattress departments were moved to 13 Brookline Street. Cambridge. This shop was chiefly devoted to broom making 

at this time.In 1919, at the time when the reorganization of all departments took place, the state work for the blind was transferred to the Department of Education and in that Department the Division of the Blind was created, consisting of the old Commission, and the director of the old Commission, who became the director of the division with administrative and executive powers.In the fall of 1922 the two shops were consolidated and moved to 273 Green Street, Cambridge, their present location.At no time have the Cambridge shops paid expenses, but the cost to operate has varied greatly, as has the quality and workmanship of the goods produced. Covering a period of ten years, there has been employed on an average 75 men varying in age from 23 to 70 years. Most of the blind employees lived in or near Cambridge, but for those who did not, boarding places were secured.In the days when the Cambridge shop came nearer “ breaking even ” than has been the case during the past few years, a larger percentage of sighted persons were employed. While there are strong reasons for keeping the number of sighted persons within reasonable bounds, it is unquestionably to the advantage of both the blind and the shop itself to employ a sufficient number of sighted men to assist the blind and to expedite the work of the shop. Criticism of the sighted persons by some of the blind employees at the Cambridge shop gradually produced a situation there which induced the management unwisely to reduce the number of sighted employees. Following this change the cost of production increased, and the quality of the brooms deteriorated, with the result that orders fell off and the stock of finished goods accumulated.On February 1, 1923, Mr. Robert I. Bramhall became the Director of the Division of the Blind and at once an attempt was made to recover the lost ground in the Cambridge shop, but the progress was slow, and the deficit steadily’ 
grew.The Cambridge industries were maintained in 1922 on an appropriation of $70,000 and the' receipts from the sale of the products. This was supplemented with about $11,000 from the appropriation for relief, and about $3,000 from the general appropriation for guides. The appropriation of $70,000 was made to cover the overhead expenses, such as rent, light, power, supervision, inspection, sighted helpers, clerical expenses, selling expenses, trucking, repairs, and equipment. The receipts from the sale of the products were used to pay the cost of the raw materials and the wages of the blind, laborers.Early in the fiscal year 1922-23 it became apparent that the receipts from the sale of the products would not meet the cost of the raw materials and direct blind labor charges. At the request of the Division the State Auditor made a careful analysis of the industries and found that they' were being operated at a heavy loss. The Auditor found an accumulation of unpaid bills on April 1, 1923, amounting' to $44,428.98. He also recommended certain economies in the handling of the industries and a general increase in the price of the finished products. It was found, however, that the industries had on file a large number of unfilled orders that the Division was under obligation to fill at the old prices. The rapid increase in the price of cotton and broom corn made the loss very heavy to fill these orders accepted when the materials were much lower in price.The financial condition was also brought to the attention of the Comptroller, who likewise investigated the condition and took steps to install a stores system for handling the raw materials and supplies, for establishing production records, and for regulating the purchases of materials.The financial condition of the industries was brought to the attention of the Joint Committee on Wavs and Means on May 8 and again on May 23, with a request that an appropriation be made to meet the situation and give the Division an opportunity to reorganize the industries. The legislature, however, adjourned without making any further funds available.When the books were closed on May 31, 1923, it appeared that the cost to the State for six months including labor, raw materials and overhead expenses
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had been $38,597 in the broom shop, $5,985 in the mop shop, and $11,341 in the rug: shop. There were 51 blind men employed in the broom shop, 13 in the mop shop, and 26 in the rug shop. The per capita cost to the State for these six months was $756 in the broom shop, $460 in the mop shop, and $438 in the rug shop. The average earnings in the broom shop were $339, in the mop shop $405, and in the rug shop, $339.On April 2, 1923 there were unfilled orders for 4,055 dozen brooms on file. Of these orders, 2,700 dozen were due to one jobber, and 1,355 dozen due to customers of the Division. Of these orders

50 dozen were accepted in August, 1922. 755 dozen were accepted in September, 1922, 795 dozen were accepted in October, 1922. 1,380 dozen were accepted in December, 1922. 175 dozen were accepted in January, 1923. 750 dozen were accepted in February, 1923. 150 dozen were accepted in March, 1923.
These orders for brooms had been accepted at the following prices:

30 dozen at. 120 dozen at 285 dozen at 75 dozen at 435 dozen at 125 dozen at 5 dozen at 
200 dozen at 308 dozen at 75 dozen at 25 dozen at 1,150 dozen at 25 dozen at 1,125 dozen at

;2.25 dozen. 3.35 dozen.3.50 dozen.3.65 dozen.3.75 dozen. 3.85 dozen. 3.90 dozen.4.25 dozen.4.50 dozen.4.65 dozen.4.75 dozen. 5.00 dozen.5.25 dozen.5.50 dozen.
At the time the State Auditor estimated that the manufacturing cost of these brooms was about $7.00 a dozen.The situation in the mop shop and the rug shop was similar, although the financial losses on the uncompleted orders were not so heavy as in the broom 

shop.On June 29, 1923, the Comptroller sent to the Director of the Division of the 
Blind, a letter, as follows: J une 29, 1923.
Mr. Robert I. B ramhall, Director, Division of the Blind, 110 Tremont Street,Boston, Mass.

Dear S ir : — I call your attention to section 4 of chapter 126 of the Acts of 1923 
and which I  quote as follows: —

‘ ‘ Section 4. No expenditures in excess of appropriations provided for under 
this act shall be incurred by any departm ent or institution , except in cases of emergency, and then only upon the prior w ritten approval of the governor and council.In this connection I am reminding you that the so-called Blind Industries are financed through the plan of using receipts from sales to pay raw material bills, blind labor-cost and some few other incidentals. In addition to the use of money from sales they are allowed a special appropriation this year of $70,000 to cover overhead items such as rent, light, heat, power, salaries of sighted men, overhead salaries, etc. The Blind Industries has apparently used in its financial operations so far this year the money as received from sales and also the overhead items have been paid out, of the special appropriation.In addition, however, according to Miss O’Leary’s figures of June 1 given me some time back, there were $66,448.22 of merchandise bills unpaid as of that date.I t  is plain, therefore, that the management of the Blind Industries is putting
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liabilities upon the State in excess of appropriations. According to section 4 quoted above, this is not in conformity with the law, and I  request that you incur no more expenditures for purchases or otherwise, unless with the prior written approval of the Governor and Council. Yours very truly,
J ames C. McCormick,

Comptroller.
Thereupon, on July 17, 1923, a conference was had between the Division of the Blind and the Commission on Administration and Finance for the purpose of discussing the Cambridge Industries for men.The next day, July 18, 1923, at a meeting of the Division of the Blind the following action was taken:
It was unanimously voted in accordance with the direction of the Commission on Administration and Finance that the Cambridge Industries for Men be discontinued indefinitely.
It was unanimously voted that the Director in his discretion be authorized to grant temporary relief to those thrown out of employment by the discontinuance of the Cambridge Industries for Men, the same in any case, not to exceed $65.00 a month.
It was unanimously voted that the Director be directed to employ one trained worker as an assistant in placement work, at such salary as the Director may determine.
Thereupon, the Director of the Division of the Blind addressed the following letter to the employees at the Cambridge shop:

J uly 19, 1923.To the Employees in the Cambridge Industries for Men.
We greatly regret that we are forced to inform you that the Cambridge Industries for Men have been operated at such a loss that our appropriation for their maintenance for this year is already exhausted. You will recall that in the spring of 1922 the Legislature appropriated $80,000 to pay all unpaid bills that were outstanding on November 30, 1921. In the eighteen months since that date, the industries have been operated at a loss of over $50,000 in excess of the appropriation for operating expenses. During the six months ending May 31, 1923, the loss in the broom shop was $25,388; in the rug shop $6,787 and in the mop shop, $1,033. In view of this situation, we were ordered to make no further purchases without the prior written consent of the Governor and Council, as required by law.The Division held a joint meeting with the Commission on Administration and Finance on Tuesday. After a careful study of the situation there appeared to be no way in which the Cambridge Industries could be financed for the rest of this fiscal year. Accordingly, on Wednesday, July 18, the Division voted to discontinue the Cambridge Industries for Men at once. We shall, therefore, not reopen the shops at the close of this month.
As no further wages or salaries can be paid, we are planning to give temporary assistance from our appropriation for relief to any blind employees who may need such assistance. Application blanks will be sent upon request. The field workers will be ready to assist in filling out these blanks.
We will also be ready to help you secure employment in private industries.We are enclosing a check for the last half week of your two weeks’ vacation.

DIVISION OF THE BLIND, 
B obert I. B rami-iall, Director.

Thereafter in order to aid in finding opportunities for work for the capable employees of the Cambridge Shops, the industrial openings in the vicinity were canvassed. The patent for the “ wonder-mop ” belonged to the Massachusetts Association for Promoting the Interests of the Adult Blind, and to the inventor, Frederick W. Pendergast, who under his contracts with the Association at this ime resumed all rights in the patent. He made a contract with the privately orgamzed Arlington Industries for the right to manufacture and use the name VVonder-Mop. At the request of Sir. Cole and Mr. Durdle of the Arlington industries, and in order to give a chance for work there for some of the em
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ployees from the State Cambridge Shops, the Division of the Blind loaned Mr. Cole and Mr. Durdle its mop making equipment and four looms from its rug making equipment. This loan was authorized by the Commission on Administration and Finance. Thereafter as many as eleven former Cambridge employees obtained employment in the Arlington Industries.Employment for some of the other Cambridge men was found with William J. 
McKeever and with other private employers. .The temporary assistance promised in the Director s letter was continued, pending the result of further investigation ordered by the Governor and Council.During the first two weeks of July, 1923, all the men received their full pay as vacation money. During the third week they received one-half pay. Beginning July 19, 1923, the single men received $8.00 per week m relief and the married men $10.00 a week in relief. In certain cases this aid was supplemented from other charitable sources. As fast as work could be found for the men, their relief was adjusted in accordance with their earnings.August 24 1923, the Director wrote to the Governor as follows:

August 24, 1923.
To His Excellency the Governor and Honorable Council.

Gentlemen: — I t  is necessary for me to call your attention to an emergency created by the closing of the Cambridge Industries for Men During the six months ending May 31 1923, these industries were operated at a heavy loss. The maim- factufing loss was $25,388.92 in the broom shop, $1,033.92 in the mop shop and 787 03 in the rug shop. The expenditure for the overhead expense was 113,208.29 •ii’+hp*broom shop $4 951.88 in the mop shop and $4,554.26 m the rug shop. The per capita cost to the Commonwealth was $756.80 in the broom shop, $460.44 in the
m AsŜ a T p dea$i4ed6'thaT the ’iMvisZ.' could not operate these industries without exceeding the appropriation, the fiancial situation was brought to the attention of the Comptroller. After a careful investigation and upon the recommendation of the Department of Administration and Finance, the Division voted on July 1/, 1923 to
61 T h e ^ v S a p p r o p r i a t i o n  for relief to the blind men thus throw out of° employment and is trying to help them to find employment m nrivate bidustrv At the present time the Division is giving temporary relief to he unemployed blind men at the rate of eight dollars a week for the single men and ten
dOlS n p n r i i a U o n h o f l 9? 000T a d e  in Item 359 of chapter 126 Acts of 1923 did not contemplate expenditures sufficient to meet the present need of the blrnd-ear r -no -appropriations provided for under this act shall be incurred by any department institution except in cases of emergency, and then only upon the prior written ap
PTther°eforee authority under section 4 of said chapter 126,
to exceed the appropriation for aiding the adult blind m the sum of $ ,Respectfully yours, R. I. Bramhall,

The Director was advised of the following reply:
B oston, September 6, 1923.

Dr P ayson S m ith , Commissioner of Education, State Bouse, Boston, Mass.
Dear S ir - — At a meeting of the Governor and Council, held on the 5th instant, it wat voted to authorize the Division of the Blind, Department of Education^ i t ,  appropriation for aiding the adult blind to the extent of $8,000, to meei the present emergency due to the closing of the Cambridge Industries for men.F Very truly yours, Charles A. Southworth, 

Executive Secretary.
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Thereafter at a meeting- of the Governor and Council held on the 19th of September, 1923, it was voted to appropriate the sum of $2,500 from the Emergency Fund, the same to be expended under the direction of the Division of the Blind, so that the blind people employed in the Cambridge Workshops at the time of the shut-down might receive for the next thirty days the same compensation they were earning there.
It was voted further that a committee be appointed by His Excellency the Governor to investigate the question of reopening the Cambridge Workshops or adopting some other procedure for the employment of the blind in conjunction with the Division of the Blind. The Governor appointed on this committee His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor and Councillors Smith and Ollendorff.At a joint conference of the Advisory Board of the Division of the Blind and special committee of the Executive Council, a plan was formulated for dividing the former employees into three groups,— namely, (1) Those whose handicap was such that they might properly be placed in private employment and granted such subsidy as might be necessary in addition to their wages. (2) A group of men for whom a small shop, limited to 20 men, should be re-established in the former location. (3) A group of the older and incapacitated men for whom relief should be granted.
At a meeting of the Governor and Council, held on the 23d of October, 1923, it was voted that the Division of the Blind, Department of Education, be authorized to incur a deficit not to exceed $10,000 for carrying out during the balance of the fiscal year the program of aid to blind workers as recently submitted by it to a Committee of the Council, — with the recommendation that the present shops at Cambridge be utilized to whatever extent is necessary.In accordance with the vote of October 23, 1923, a shop for 20 men was reopened at 273 Green Street, Cambridge on November 19, 1923. These men were placed, as far as possible, on a piece basis and paid their actual earnings. In case a single man could not earn at least $12.00 a week, his earnings were subsidized to that amount. In case a married man could not earn $16.00 a week, his earnings were subsidized to that amount. The men who were placed in private industry were subsidized on a similar basis.
At a meeting of the Division of the Blind held on October 31, 1923, it was
Voted, That the blind employees thrown out of employment by the closing of the Cambridge Industries for Men be given industrial aid in such sums as together with their wages and relief shall equal what they were paid before the closing of the industries, said aid to be given during the period of adjustment or until the individual cases can be investigated and acted upon.
At a meeting of the Division of the Blind held on November 28, 1923 it was
Voted, That the maximum amount of relief be fixed at $30.00 per month beginning- December 1, 1923.
Voted, That the field workers be instructed to urge the former Cambridge employees who are still unemployed and are eligible for relief to file applications for relief if they have not already done so, because the present arrangement is temporary and will be terminated in the near future and relief cannot be granted except upon application.
Beginning December 1, 1923, the Division began to take up case by case the problems of the older men. These men were during the month of December largely put on a basis of maximum relief, namely $30.00 a month. Where there were no relatives to assist, or other sources of income, other charitable organizations were interested in their case, wherever the men would permit. Under a vote of the Division, the men who were regarded as employable continued to receive their full wages.
This was made possible by virtue of the following vote:At a meeting of the Governor and Council, held on December 5, 1923, it was voted to authorize the Division of the Blind of the Department of Education to expend during the month of December $3,000 in excess of the amount made available under the provisions of chapter 29, section 10, General Laws,— it bein°-
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understood that this will come out of any appropriation which the Legislature may make for this work in 1924.At a meeting of the Division of the Blind held on December 13, 1923, it was

Voted, To place 17 former employees of the Cambridge Industries for Men on monthly relief, beginning January 1, 1924, at the maximum rate rate of $30.00 per month.Voted, To place 1 former employee on monthly relief at the rate of $20.00 per month, commencing January 1, 1924.Voted, To place 31 former employees of the Cambridge Industries for Men on monthly relief, beginning January 1, 1924, at following rates:
2 at . . . . ............................$30.00 2 a t ................ ................$12.00
1 a t . . . . ............................  25.00 5 a t ................ ................ 10.001 a t . . .  . ............................  18.00 2 a t ................ ................ 8.002 at. . . . ............................  16.00 15 a t ................ ................ 0.001 a t . . . . ............................  13.00

At a meeting of the Division of the Blind held on January 9, 1924, it was
Voted, To place 2 former employees of the Cambridge Industries for Men on monthly relief, at the maximum rate of $30.00 per month, beginning January 1, 1924.
Substantially these arrangements with twenty men in the Cambridge Shops continued until June 5, 1924, when Chapter 499 of the Acts of 1924 was signed by Governor Cox. Section 2 of that Act provided as follows:
Section 2. Upon the taking effect of this act, the division of the blind of the department of education shall reopen and maintain the shops for the blind operated by it in the City of Cambridge and closed in July, nineteen hundred and twenty- three, and shall, upon such opening, employ all blind persons employed in said shops immediately prior to said closing, who apply for employment and at a rate of wages not less than that respectively paid them immediately prior to said closing, and may employ other blind persons who are residents of the commonwealth, except such former employees or other blind persons as are incapacitated for work by reason of age or infirmity other than blindness. The director of the division shall make every effort to dispose of the products manufactured, and for the purpose shall establish a sales force and temporarily employ salesmen, whose appointment shall not be subject to chapter thirty-one of the General Laws.
Thereafter in accordance with those provisions the men who had been laid off at the time the Cambridge Shops were closed were employed by allowing them, on application, their former full weekly wages which they were earning at the time of the closing of the shops and setting them to work in the shop as rapidly as the Director deemed practicable.The cost and low quality of broom corn in the market, the necessity of getting a supply thereof and of other raw materials for a shop of more than twenty men, the depression in the sales market and the volume of manufactured goods on hand were reasons for not giving at once active employment at work to those of the 89 men who were not incapacitated. The men taken back on the pay-roll have been put at work from time to time, until there are at present 59 men working in the Cambridge shop for men, 40 being in the broom department, 8 in the mop department, and 11 in the rug department. Eight of the former employees at Cambridge are successfully employed outside and the remaining 22 are considered to be unable to work owing to incapacity.Much criticism has been aimed at the present Director of the Division, alleging he did not literally carry out the instructions of the legislature, on the ground that he did not immediately reinstate all former employees at actual work in the shop.The facts are that the Director conferred with the Attorney-General’s Department as to the reopening of the shop and the proper interpretation of the words, “ shall, upon such opening, employ” and the word “ incapacitated,” anti was advised that under the language of this act the Division of the Blind should reopen and maintain the Cambridge shops and that the requirement of the Act
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to “ employ ” former employees applying for employment could properly be complied with by paying them wages until such reasonable time as work could in fact be provided in the shops and that it was within the powers of the division to determine which of the former employees should be included or excluded from the shop under the provision of the above quoted section which provides for the employment of all who apply, “ except such former employees . . .  as are incapacitated for work by reason of age or infirmity other than blindness.” This verbal advice has since been confirmed by a written opinion contained in a letter from the Attorney General to the Commissioner of Education as follows:

Department of the Attorney General, 
B oston, January 28, 1925.

I)r. P ayson Sm ith , Commissioner of Education.
Dear S ir : — You have asked my opinion as to whether the Division of the Blind was authorized by St. 1924, c. 499, sec. 2 to consider the blind men who were employed in the workshop in Cambridge maintained by the Division at the time it was closed, and who applied for employment when it was reopened, as employees, within the meaning of the act, and to pay them wages until such time as work could be provided for them in the shop.The first two sections of St. 1924, c. 499, read:
“  Section 1. Chapter sixty-nine of the General Laws is hereby amended by striking out section fourteen and inserting in place thereof the following: — Section 14. The division shall, with the approval of the governor and council, establish, equip and maintain schools for the industrial training of blind persons, and workshops for their employment.
Section 2. Upon the taking effect of this act, the division of the blind of the department of education shall reopen and maintain the shops for the blind operated by it in the city of Cambridge and closed in July, nineteen hundred and twenty-three, and shall, upon such opening, employ all blind persons employed in said shops immediately prior to said closing, who apply for employment, and at a rate of wages not less than that respectively paid them immediately prior to said closing, and may employ other blind persons who are residents of the commonwealth, except such former employees or other blind persons as are incapacitated for work by reason of age or infirmity other than blindness. The director of the division shall make every effort to dispose of the products manufactured, and for this purpose shall establish a sales force and temporarily employ salesmen, whose appointment shall not be subject to chapter thirty-one of the General Laws.”It is not the province of the Attorney General to pass upon questions of fact. You state in your letter that “  it was not possible to place them (the designated blind men) back at work immediately ”  by reason of certain facts which you have set forth. If  it was not possible to place all the members of the designated class of blind men actually at work immediately upon the opening of the shops, in my judgment it was not improper, under the terms of this emergency act, for the Division to consider the blind men of the designated class as employees and to pay them wages until work could, as a matter of fact, be provided for them in the shops, due diligence being used to furnish such work in a reasonable time.You have asked me a second question as follows:“ I would also respectfully request your opinion as to whether this act authorized the division of the blind to exercise their reasonable discretion in determining which of the former blind employees are ‘incapacitated for work by reason of age or infirmity other than blindness ’. ’ ’I  answer this in the affirmative. Very truly yours,

J ay ft. B enton, 
Attorney General.

Acting on the advice so given, it was decided that the restoring to the pay-roll of all former employees of the shop who applied met the requirement of employing upon such opening of the shop former workmen, pending making provision to put them actually at work. It was not attempted to reinstate a number of men whom the Division determined to be incapacitated for work by reason of age or infirmity other than blindness.
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Many blind men, while they have the ambition to work, and cannot be contented unless their time is taken up with some occupation, have other handicaps sometimes due to age, sometimes due to mental deficiency which would make it difficult for the worker to earn a living, even if possessed with sight; sometimes it originated in the discouragement and bewilderment which overwhelms a person seized with blindness in middle life; sometimes it is owing to a native incapacity tor any activity which the Division can provide; and in many eases a combination of these and other kindred difficulties. Several such men were formerly '• employed ” in the shop, but were in reality incapacitated. In addition they were unproductive, a hindrance to those who worked, and not infrequently the cause of discontent, misunderstandings and discord, some of these contending that because the industry is carried on by the State, any citizen of the State has a right to enter the building when he chooses to do so and converse with those employed therein.
No one would claim for a moment the right to enter at any and all times our State Hospitals, penal institutions or normal schools. The same rule should apply to the Cambridge shop as to all other State institutions, and should be rigidly enforced.
The Director is entirely right in his insistance that these men of varying incapacities should no longer be allowed to interfere with the operation of the shop.
In this connection the Special Commission calls attention to a situation that has become quite impossible. We refer to the frequency with which some of the employees of the Cambridge shop have frequented the State House for the purpose of soliciting the members of the legislature to interfere with the management in the interests of some few disgruntled workmen. Too often members have been forced to listen to grievances too petty to be peddled about. This we disapprove of and believe it should be discouraged, for it reflects on the Commonwealth; it is unfair to the management; and in the end reacts unfavorably on the blind people themselves, the great majority of whom are willing and conscientious workers.The State, having opened the Cambridge shop and invited the blind to move to Cambridge and seek employment there, assumed an obligation to the former employees which it should cheerfully and generously fulfill. The task of conducting this institution, however, is not an easy one, and it will not be out of place to point out in the beginning the character of the population there.Many of the former employees in the Cambridge Industries for Men are of foreign birth. Out of the eighty-nine who were employed at the time of the closing, only twenty-four were born in this State; eleven were born in other parts of the United States; and thirty-eight were bom in countries outside of the United States, including Armenia, Austria, Canada, Denmark, England, Finland, Ireland, Italy, Newfoundland, Russia, Scotland, South America and Sweden. The Division has no record of the birthplace of the remainder of the employees.While the average age is only fifty years, several of the men are suffering from infirmities of old age. Other diseases also depreciate the value of many of the workmen, among which are kidney trouble, tuberculosis, rheumatism, asthma, deafness and syphilis. It is also to be noted that the mentality of some of these men is below normal, and that several of them have bad drinking records and are insubordinate.
A majority of the men are unmarried and have no dependents, and have no home in which they might do home work.Here it will be seen is no simple task — the assimilating of nearly a hundred individuals, representing almost, if not quite, as many different problems. It is apparent that not a few of these people should never have been admitted to the shop and, considering the conditions under which they were admitted and allowed to continue on the pay-roll, it is surprising that the different managements have succeeded as well as they have.At the request of the Special Commission, Mr. Bramhall has made a report of present conditions in the Cambridge shop as follows:
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D ivision of the Blind, 110 Tremont Street,B oston, Mass., Feb. 3, 1925.

Senator George D. Chamberlain, State Souse, Boston, Mass.
My Dear Senator Chamberlain: — You recently requested information relative to whether it would be feasible to use any of the waste corn in our broomshop for the manufacture of toy brooms. I  have talked this matter over with our foreman, Mr. Mahar, and he informs me that, at the present time, the waste corn is being used for the manufacture of toy brooms, ice brooms and for turn-over for the mill brooms. At the present time, practically no usable corn is going to waste. By employing a fully sighted man to pick up the corn on the floor, there might be a still further decrease in the amount of waste, but it seems hardly probable, with the present prices of corn, that such a man would save enough to pay his salary. None of this waste could be used for manufacturing whisk brooms, excepting of a very cheap quality. To manufacture a good whisk broom, which is demanded by the trade, it would be necessary to buy special short corn. I t  is doubtful, however, whether blind men in the sorting room could sort over short corn. Moreover, only the finer grades of tills short corn could be used in the whisk broom, and in a workshop for the blind there would be no economical use for the short, coarse corn.You also asked us for information relative to what steps we are taking, at the present time, to secure greater economy in the production of our brooms. As I have already explained to you, we now have three sighted men, working in the sorting room. This permits us to use self-working corn, instead of buying over-length hurl corn and using it together with other corn, known as insides and covers. I t  is much cheaper to use self-working corn than was the former practice of buying long corn for hurl corn and other corn used on the inside of the brooms. The long corn that was formerly used for hurl corn was much more expensive to use, inasmuch as it cost more by the pound and there was more waste cut off in trimming the broom.With the use of sighted labor in the sorting room, we are also able now to have color sorting and in this way keep all of our brooms more uniform in their grade. Stained corn can now be used largely for mill brooms, rattan mixed stable brooms and all corn warehouse brooms. The better grades of green corn are sorted out and used in the house brooms, so that it is not necessary for us to buy the expensive pea green corn to get out our better grade of parlor brooms.We are now having our sighted color sorter stem the corn by hand, which is very much more economical than the former use of a jump box, which was very wasteful of the finer corn.We have purchased a hurl cutting machine, which separates the short, hairy corn from the better grades of smooth corn and also separates the corn into separate boxes by length, so that each length can be used most economically by the winders.The corn is also now given out to the winders in better condition, so that there is less waste through the dropping of corn on the floor. This enables the winders to make a more finished and smoother broom.As fast as the broom winders were called back, they were told by the foreman that they were no longer to be driven to the quantity standard, but that each one would be asked to work for quality. They are having closer supervision of the brooms, as they are made, sorting those that are not up to standard and giving the winders no credit for brooms that have to be thrown out as seconds. The provisions of Section 2 of Chapter 499, however, establishing a minimum wage for each of the men, makes it impossible for us to penalize them, at the present time, for the poor work.
The poor broom winders have been put in the sorting room, instead of back at work winding brooms, as they have been called back. This too has helped to improve the quality.
For sewing the brooms, we now are employing three Baltimore sewing machines. The Baltimore sewing machine can be run by a totally blind man. Formerly we were running two Baltimore sewing machines and two Lipe Walrath machines. The latter machines required sighted operators.We are employing a sighted man to inspect the brooms before they go down to the shipping room. In this way, we hope to keep brooms to a more uniform standard and keep the seconds separated out from the first quality brooms.In the mop department, we are trying to develop a flat mop, such as is used with the old-fashioned mop, so commonly used in our New England households. We have recently purchased that two needled Singer Sewing Machine for this purpose and expect that we will find a larger mop market for the flat mop for household usage
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than there has been in this section for the Wunder Mop. The Wunder Mop in the past has been developed largely as a jan ito r’s mop and sold through the New York market, rather than through the Boston market.Sincerely yours,

Robert I. B ramhall, 
Director.

Cambridge I ndustries for M e n .
Budget Estimates.

The Special Commission asked the Director of the Division of the Blind to prepare a budget estimate for the Cambridge Industries based on the assumption, tentatively selected by the Special Commission, that the number of employees at the Cambridge shop were sixty:The Director submitted the following:These estimates are based on the assumption that employment will be furnished as follows:
Broom Shop. Rug Shop . . Mop Shop . . .

40 blind men 10 blind men 10 blind men
60

The pay-roll for these 60 men, based on the amounts they are now receiving, will amount to approximately $50,000 a year.It is also assumed that the following sighted and blind help will be employed :
Manager.
2 clerks.Stenographer (blind).3 broom corn sorters.1 broom inspector.3 rug helpers.Total cost, $14,184.

It is estimated that the merchandise costs for the year will be as follows:
Broom Shop Rug Shop. . Mop Shop. . Cane Supjrly

>59,940 00 7,800 00 66,096 00 2,500 00
$136,336 00

It is estimated that the expenses for travel, trucking, postage, rent, publicity, equipment, power and commissions will amount to $15,300.00.It. is estimated that the total gross expenditures will amount to $215,820.00. This estimate does not include any provision for taking care of the incapacitated men who are not employed in the shop.
Monthly Estimate for Raw Material.

B room Shop.
12.000 lbs. Lindsay corn at 12c lb..........................................................................$1,440 0023.000 lbs. Dwarf corn at 10c lb.........................................................................  2,300 00Freight on corn.....................................................................................  500 003.000 Warehouse broom handles at $60................................................................  180 003,500 Parlor broom handles No. 2 at $50.........................................................  175 002,400 Parlor broom handles No. 1% at $55.....................................................  125 001.000 lbs. Broom wire at $0.07 lb.........................................................................  70 0075 lbs. Gray twine at $0.40 lb.....................................................................  30 00100 lbs. Colored twine at $0.65 lb..........’.........................................................  65 001.000 lbs. Broom rattan at $0.06 lb....................................................................  60 00Wire bands, sacks, tacks, labels............................................................................  50 00

$4,995 00
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Mop Shop.14,784 lbs. mop yarn at $0.36.................................................................................$5,233 0040 gross yard tape at $2.25 gr. yd................................................................  90 00240 yds. reinforcement at $0.25 yd................................................................  60 007 yds. thread at $5.00 lb................................................................................  35 007 gross bobbins at $2.00 gross....................................................................  14 0025 do/., handles complete at $3.00 doz............................................................  75 00Miscellaneous............................................................................................................. 1 00

Rug Shop.1,300 lbs. rags at $0.40 lb....................................325 lbs warp at $0.40 lb....................................

$5,508 00
..$520 00 .. 130 00

T h e  F all R iver S h o p .
$650 00

The Fall River workshop was opened on October 1, 1909, with a blind foreman in charge, for the employment of blind men in re-seating chairs and manufacturing corn brooms. There are at present employed twelve men, three in the broom department and nine in the chair seating department.Working conditions seem favorable, and the employees seem to be happy and contented. The single men are paid as high as $12.00 a week, while the married men receive as high as $16.00 per week, including their subsidy from the State. With the exception of one man, the employees all reside in Fall River. This one employee, who lives in New Bedford and comes back and forth each week end, expressed the opinion that a small shop was needed in New Bedford.The brooms are all disposed of locally and a truckman is employed two days each week to deliver brooms and collect and deliver chairs for re-seating. A thorough system of bookkeeping is maintained.In 1924 the Commonwealth expended $5,556.95 for operating expenses. The blind men received $4,547.61 in wages and $3,221.00 in relief.
T h e  L ow ell S h o p .

The Lowell workshop for the blind was opened on June 1, 1908, for the employment of blind men in Lowell and the immediate vicinity. The shop was at that time, and is at the present time, supervised by a blind man. Employment was given to eight blind men, including the foreman and a partially blind janitor. The occupations carried on were chair caning, mattress renovating, cobbling and broom making.At the present time there are nine men employed, and the only occupation carried on is the reseating of chairs, the other occupations having proved impracticable.The shop is in a good location near the City Hall, all but one of the men living at home and not far away from the shop; and a sighted woman gives about two hours a day to the bookkeeping and to drumming up custom over the telephone.Occasional visits from women associated with the churches and other organizations who seem to be interested in securing work are encouraging to note.There is need in this shop of a semi-sighted man, with ability as a salesman, to go out and solicit custom in Lowell and other nearby towns, it being quite evident that there are plenty of chairs to keep the men busy all the time, provided an effort was made to secure them.As it is, the men average from eight to ten dollars a week in earnings, but this could be brought up, possibly, to twelve dollars a week, and there are, doubtless, two or three other blind men who could be brought into the shop if there were work enough to warrant.
The Superintendent of this shop is confident that a shop similar to this one could be established in Lawrence, and the field there would be considerably larger than in Lowell, since Haverhill, Andover, Methuen and several other places
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would be within easy distance. He also states that he has reason to believe there is a small group of blind men living in Lawrence, or the suburbs, who would be glad of this opportunity, and that the experience in Lawrence would be similar to that in Lowell where, in opening the shop they knew of only two blind men, but within a short time eight or ten had applied.In 1924, the Commonwealth expended $4,149.24 for operating expenses and paid to the men $4,998.18 in wages and $1,674.04 in relief.

T h e  P ittsfield  S h o p .
The workshop in Pittsfield was started in 1905 by a local branch of the Massachusetts Association for promoting the Interests of the Adult Blind. This shop was taken over by the State Commission on September 1, 1906, at a cost of $110.21.This shop was first used as an apprentice school for training blind workers in the reseating of chairs in cane; the making of new and renovating of old mattresses; and cobbling. I t was utilized chiefly for the instruction of blind men willing to learn to reseat chairs or who needed further instruction and practice in that craft. There were at first employed twelve men, including a competent blind foreman and partially blind janitor, with an efficient sighted man in charge.This workshop is divided into two sections, caning chairs on the street floor and making brooms upstairs. There are at present twenty men employed, eight in the caning room, ten in the broom shop and two salesmen; and the shop is in charge of an efficient blind foreman. The ages of the men employed ran from 18 to 72 years. The work is solicited by blind salesmen, who go out selling brooms and get orders for chair seating, getting 10 per cent of the amount paid for this chair work. The delivery is attended to by a truckman who charges 50 cents an hour.One of the first things a blind man is taught when he comes to the shop is to go about independently. A few boy guides are employed in the winter time on account of the ice and snow, but the rest of the year the men go and come all the time without any trouble whatsoever.There is an attractive salesroom connected with this shop, through which they dispose of all the goods manufactured in this shop, in addition to many knitted and embroidered articles made by blind women in their homes. They are also able to dispose of some of the articles made in the Cambridge shop. The net sales in the salesroom from December 1, 1922 to November 30, 1923 amounted to $779.08.Sales are also often conducted in department stores and at the last one they disposed of about $400 worth of goods.The success of a workshop for the blind depends primarily on the person in charge. The morale in the Pittsfield shop is very high and the men seem to be happy and contented.For the year ending November 30, 1924, the cost to the Commonwealth for operating expenses was $10,215.87 while the men received in wages $9,732.85 

and $3,879.51 in relief.
T h e  W orcester S h o p .

The Worcester workshop was opened on September 1, 1908 for the employment of blind men in Worcester County and gave employment to 6 blind men during the first year and with a blind man as supervisor. The total wages paid during this first year of operation was $168.49 (including wages paid to seeing boy acting as janitor and general helper). This shop was also used as a training school. At the present time employment is given to 9 blind men reseating chairs. The shop had a very busy season last year and was able to send some work out to some of the blind who were working at their homes. They are still working on full time, employing 9 men, and the prospects seem very bright for this shop. An expressman is employed about half of each day bringing chairs to the shop and delivering the finished chairs to their owners. An advertisement is carried in the daily newspaper, but no personal soliciting
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of work is done. The shop is so well established that, at the present time; it is unnecessary to solicit work. The Commonwealth expended $4,954.02 for operating expenses of this shop last year, and paid $6,651.28 in wages and $901.16 in relief.

T h e  W oolson H ouse I ndu stries .
The Woolson House in Cambridge was deeded to the Massachusetts Association for Promoting the Interests of the Adult Blind in March, 1910. For three years previous to this the house had been leased by the Commission for the carrying on of the industries for women. A new shop building was erected by the Association in 1914, to accommodate thirty workers, and with workrooms on three floors. The large room on the main floor is so arranged that it may easily be converted into a small assembly hall when needed. This is the only workshop supported by the Commonwealth for blind women.Fifteen blind women are now employed in this shop reseating chairs and weaving art fabrics on hand looms which are made up into table runners, scarfs, babies’ bibs, bridge sets, and bags.A number of the women are boarded in the Woolson House adjoining the shop, while others travel from their home to the shop and back each day. The House is also used as a recreation center for blind visitors.The articles made in this shop are always on exhibition and sale at the headquarters of the Division at 110 Tremont Street, and arrangements are made with Jays, Inc., 11 Temple Place, Boston, to hold a yearly exhibition and sale.In the opinion of the Special Commission, a permanent arrangement should be made for the display of the products of the blind in some showroom on the ground floor, used solely for those products, or a space secured in some department store or other suitable place, where the articles would be continually before the public eye.The Woolson House industries cost the Commonwealth $4,639.32 in 1924, while the blind received $5,964.43 in wages and $1,557.28 in relief.

I. (b) Home Industries and Home Teaching.
As already shown in what is being done at the Woolson House industries, blind women, under efficient supervision, in a small group or shop produce a considerable variety of articles, although it could hardly be expected they could develop as much speed in every case as a sighted person at the same work.In June, 1907, the State Commission took over the work, originally begun by the Alurnn® Association of ’the Perkins Institute, of promoting home industry among blind women in various parts of the State. The work consisted in procuring orders for sewing, knitting, etc., furnishing and preparing materials to be finished, receiving consignments and remitting monthly the proceeds of sales. Men were also aided in their homes in making market-baskets, cabinet work and wire work.The ability of the blind to do work at home depends largely on their training, either in schools for the blind or through instruction given by the home teachers.To every blind person the trip between home and shop presents a serious problem. With the ever increasing danger that sighted persons are subjected tô  in these days of lawless auto driving, it becomes almost prohibitive for a blind person to go about our city streets without an attendant or guide. This is not always easy to arrange for, and, in any event, involves considerable expense to the blind.For those who wish to work in their homes, arrangements should be made whereby raiv material can be sold to them by the State at cost. Whatever the finished product may be, provision should be made for its delivery to a private sales agency or to the Division of the Blind, where after inspection as to workmanship and salability, and if accepted by the Division, full payment should be made forthwith and the burden of marketing same assumed by the Commonwealth.
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The possibilities of making salable articles are far greater than is generally appreciated, and the range of such articles is large.Aiding the blind to realize on their industrial activities at home as is also the case in products of shops for the blind, involves the establishing of special exhibition sales rooms, or securing counter space in department and other stores. The work of reseating of chairs involves necessarily the collecting and return of the same to the owner.Instances have come to the attention of the Commission where men anxious to do chair reseating have been unable to do the work because of the difficulty of collecting- and delivering the chairs. In the case of one man appearing before the Commission it was claimed the charge for cartage would amount to as much as would be received for the work.Approximately one third of the blind persons become blind after they reach the age of sixty years, which leaves them wholly untrained for the life which it is necessary for them to live from then on, and it is extremely difficult for them to - adapt themselves to the darkness which surrounds them. This is the time when the encouragement and revelation of what is possible through the teachers is most appreciated and necessary.Excellent work is being done by the five home teachers employed by the Division of the Blind, who, besides teaching the blind to find themselves through doing something useful, reading, writing, performing housework and making some earnings, teach them above all how to care for themselves,-how to meet their blindness, “ how to be blind,” and how to lead as normal lives as possible and aid them to happiness and usefulness through making them more self-sufficient, occupied and employed.Through these Home Teachers, the necessary raw materials are supplied and the home work is supervised and directed and the sale of the product is promoted.Two sales rooms for the disposal of the products of home workers are maintained, one in Boston and one in Pittsfield. Special exhibitions have been held in Brockton, Brookline, Cambridge, Lowell, Lynn, Manchester, Somerville, Worcester and other cities and towns.The Division of the Blind employs Field Workers to seek out and to investigate the condition of the blind and make reports thereon and to assist those who can be educated, industrially trained, and employed; and those who are in need financially- or otherwise.The blind are probably more appreciative of the cheer and comfort which is being provided by the Home Teachers than any other work which is being done for them. Many letters of appreciation have been received. Following is an extract from one of the testimonial letters:
“ I  have been a pupil for several years, and am glad of this opportunity to say that I  consider it a great blessing.Teaching the adult blind is, in my opinion, one of the most beneficent and humane of the many educational works engaged in by the State.Inasmuch as it gives occupation to many helpless and dependent people, who must otherwise remain idle, a prey to their own morbid and unprofitable thoughts.This occupation, in many instances where the mind is active, the fingers nimble, and the touch sensitive, enables the blind to provide for themselves wholly or in part, but where this is not the case, where, owing to some defect, of mind or dulness of touch, nothing can be earned, still the greatest good of the teaching remains with the pupil in the occupation itself, in the having something to do.When, after a busy, active and useful life, at middle age one is thrust suddenly into the chaos of outer darkness without preparation or training of any kind for the new conditions in life, even with the kindest and most loving friends there are, and must be, long, dark hours when one can only sit with idle, useless hands and wait,With the advent of the teacher all this is changed, the whole outlook in life for the blind is changed.I wish that I  could make you feel as I  have felt, the inspiration of the question * What would you like to do ? ’ to one who has for months faced the prospect of never being able to do anything again. And when one is told to ‘Do everything just as though you could see,’ by the teacher who cannot see, and yet does everything
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that way, Courage and Hope reassert themselves, and, under the guidance of the ever kind, patient and cheerful teacher, one learns to work under the new conditions
1111'fear that I  have been rather a dull pupil, as I  have not that delicate, sensitive touch which enables so many of the blind to do such fine work, nevertheless, I  have received great practical help from my instruction.When the instructor came to me I was hiring all my work done, which I could ill afford to do. Now I  do most of my housework, and could if necessity compelled,
do it all without doubt. , ,I have learned to knit which I could not do when 1 could see, and sew and crochet a little; have learned to read, which is a great pleasure to me, and to write is now
so much of a joy. • ,  ̂ , , , ,  , .. , . . .But the value of teaching the blind cannot be told by the immediate practical results, nor estimated in dollars and cents, any more than the value of a citizen 
can be’told by his income.Iiis industry, usefulness, character, thought and purposes m life all go further to determine his value as a citizen than does his income.It is with the blind as with the seeing, whatever broadens the mind, enlarges the usefulness and raises the standard of citizenship conserves the resources of the 
State and Nation.”

There is need of additional workers in home teaching. The home teachers now employed are unable efficiently to cover the entire State. Complaint is made by many blind persons that the limited amount of time a teacher is now able to devote to any single individual renders impossible the perfecting of a complete system of the supervision of the blind in their homes. _The work of a home teacher is not easy. The necessary qualifications are rare, and the pay small, and the hours long. The Special Commission recommends that the present force of five be supplemented by the employment of not 
less than two additional teachers.We also recommend that the salaries of these teachers be raised to an amount commensurate with the duties they have to perform and be placed on an average with salaries paid for the same work in other States, which are about 20 per cent higher than those paid in Massachusetts.

A melioration op t h e  Condition  op t h e  B lind  and R ecreation .
In 1923 the Division for the Blind generally advised and ameliorated the condition of 944 of the blind exclusive of individuals given home teaching, training, employment and relief. Much is done through medical examinations, giving vacation trips, outings, furnishing guides, readers, etc.Private agencies furnishing social and industrial centers and vacation houses 

for blind workers are:For men — Annette P. Rogers House, 69 Thomas Park, South Boston.For women — James A. W7oolson House, 277 Harvard Street, Cambridge. For men — Whitcomb Hall in Worcester.For women — Jennie A. Partridge House in Worcester.
I. (c) Other Education and Training, Sight Conservation, Sight-savingClasses and Relief.

The problems of the blind, in the order of their importance, might well be 
classified as follows:1. Prevention of the loss of sight in the newborn. _2. Supervision of children with diseased eyes or seriously impaired vision, in order to save their eyesight, or secure for them early and thorough training 
for either partial or total blindness.3. Safeguarding against industrial accidents.4. Training of the able bodied blind, for their own welfare and that of the community, so that they may become as far as possible self-supporting.5. Provision of relief for those blind who, through age, weakness or incompetence are unable to contribute to any great extent to their own support.
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6. Aiding, through special advice and training, of those who, losing their sight in middle life, find it difficult to adapt themselves to their new conditions.Massachusetts has made remarkable progress toward the prevention of blindness in the newborn. Ophthalmia Neonatorum, which was formerly one of the most common causes of blindness in babies, has been practically eliminated through the use of silver nitrate dropped into the child’s eyes at birth. Although in 1912 there resulted 22 cases of blindness from this cause, since that time the number of cases each year has gradually diminished until, at the present time, this cause of blindness has been practically wiped out.A very effective program is being carried out through the Department of Education in the education of the public as to the importance of preserving the eyesight of children. A special class for children with defective eyesight was started in Boston in the spring of 1913. Since then sight-saving classes have been organized in many other cities and towns throughout the Commonwealth. On June 11, 1919, “ An Act relative to sight-saving classes for children ” was approved, and is now section 16 of chapter 69 of the General Laws, and reads as follows:
Section 16. Under the direction of the division, there may be expended annually ten thousand dollars to provide sight-saving classes for children certified by any reputable oculist, as fit subjects for instruction therein. With the approval of the division, local school committees may organize and conduct such classes.
At the present time sight-saving classes are being conducted in the following schools: J. J. Williams School, Boston (2 classes).Frothingham School, Charlestown.Blaekstone School, Boston.George Frisbie Hoar School, Boston.Farragut School, Boston.William Bacon School, Boxbury.Paul Jones School, East Boston.Hugh O’Brien School, Boxbury.Underwood School, Newton.Sylvia Ann Howland School, New Bedford (2 classes).Chandler Street School, Worcester (2 classes).Lincoln School, Fall Biver.Williams School, Chelsea.Winthrop School, Brockton.O’Keefe School, Lynn.Highland School, Somerville.Administration Building, Salem.Charles Street School, Lowell.Boberts School, Cambridge (2 classes).
Periodical examinations are made of children’s eyes and accurate records kept, and parents or guardians are informed as to the exact condition of the child’s eyes, and are advised what action, if any, should be taken to correct impaired vision.Owing to the increasing number of sight-saving classes, and the great need for a continuation of this important phase of the work, the amount of ten thousand dollars, as provided in the above section, is insufficient, and in order that there may be no curtailment of the work along this line, the Commission is recommending an amendment of the above law. (See Appendix.)This particular phase of the work is apparently progressing satisfactorily, and the Commission feels that no further recommendation is necessary at the present time.The problem of preventing injuries to the eyes through industrial accidents is a serious one. Out of the total of 3,888 cases of blindness in the State, 389 were caused by accidents or about 10 per cent. For the year ending June 30, 1918, out of 1772 specific injury cases, 131 of them included the loss of one eye. In the following year there was a total of 1517 specific injury cases, and out of this number, 115 meant the loss of an eye to as many workmen. In one
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case, loss of sight of both eyes resulted from the injury sustained. In 1920, out of 1524 specific injury cases, 88 persons lost the sight of one eye, and one was totally blinded. In 1921, out of 1277 specific injuries, 109 were among employees who lost the sight of one eye, 2 being stricken with total blindness as the result of injuries sustained in industry.The most recent census report on the blind contains the following statement:

The most important fact brought out by figures in connection with blindness is the large number of cases in which this condition was caused by injuries or accidents. Of the total number of blind persons who returned special schedules, 13.5 per cent or more than one eighth reported their blindness as due primarily to this cause, these including all who lost one eye through injury and the other through sympathetic inflammation. Good authorities declare that approximately 15,000 persons in the United States are blind today as the result of accidental injury in industrial occupations. The maintenance of these blind workmen during the remainder of their lives will cost nearly $10,000,000, which expense will fall in a large part on relatives, the community or the State.
From these statements, it is apparent that one of the important problems in the prevention of blindness today is the protection of employees from industrial accidents. The two most effective means of preventing accidents to the eyes from this cause are first the safeguarding of machinery, and second the use of goggles. Poor lighting facilities, also, are often the cause of industrial accidents, although there are no figures available to prove this. Workingmen often object to the wearing of goggles, but in many cases safety committees have been formed, and are gradually educating the men to realize this most important means of preventing accidents to the eyes.The Division of Industrial Safety of the Department of Labor and Industries is doing very effective work along this line.The Commissioner of Labor and Industries, at the request of the Special Commission prepared the following report on dealing with industrial injuries 

to eyesight:
Bye injuries occur from blows by belts, from chemicals, by emery grinding and polishing processes, by flying particles from hand belts, machine belts and portable tools, from molten metal and vegetable, animal and mineral dust, from sandblasting and from flying objects of all kinds.Minor injuries pass into serious injuries more often in eye accidents than in any other class of injuries. To treat with these conditions, the Department of Labor and Industries is authorized by statute to require the use of devices for the prevention of eye accidents in industrial establishments.When the inspection staff finds that points of hazardous contact may cause eye injuries, such devices are required by an order issued in the name of the Department. When safeguards cannot be utilized at the point of operation on machinery where eye injuries occur, the use of suitable goggles is required.Printed matter containing suggestions to employers and employees for the protection of the eyes is provided as directed by statute when inspectors obtain information concerning the eye and vision in their relation to occupational diseases.The law requires that every factory, workshop, manufacturing, mechanical and mercantile establishment shall be well-lighted according to reasonable rules and regulations adopted by the Department with reference thereto. Under authority given in this law the Department of Labor and Industries have adopted a Lighting Code to apply in such places of employment. These rules provide a schedule of requirements dealing with adequate illumination and protection from glare. They have been operative for a year and much has been accomplished to correct faulty lighting conditions in hundreds of industrial establishments. The General Laws authorize the Department to safeguard machinery having movable parts being so placed as to be dangerous to employees while engaged in their ordinary duties. Furthermore, it may adopt rules and regulations for the purpose of accident prevention in any line of employment within the Commonwealth.New legislation is not necessary to cope with loss of sight because of injuries arising out of and in the course of employment.
The Special Commission agrees that it is not necessary to recommend any further legislation on this aspect of the problem of the blind.
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P er k in s  I n stitu t io n .
For 93 years the State of Massachusetts has profited in a large way by the existence in the Commonwealth of an institution second to none in the country in its noble ministering to the needs of the blind.Perkins Institution for the Blind, now situated in Watertown, Mass., was incorporated in 1829. The present buildings were erected in 1912 and constitute one of the most complete plants of its kind in the entire country.For years the State made an annual appropriation to the institution (since 1886, $30,000 a year) until the law passed in the Constitutional Convention in 1919, prohibiting the making appropriations to private institutions, rendered necessary a change. Since then the State has aided the individual blind by paying the sum of $400 a year for tuition for each pupil from Massachusetts. There are now 180 such pupils for whom the State is paying $72,000.Edward E. Allen, Director of the Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind, at request of the Special Commission makes the following report of that institution:

Incorporated, 1829; opened, 1832; whole number of pupil accessions, 2,602. 
Purpose:To provide education (in more than the mere fundamentals) from kindergarten through high school for those children of New England whose eye defects debar them from the common schools.Its departments a re :English branches, physical, manual, musical, and domestic training; post-graduate.Its curriculum is a practical one, offering prevocational opportunities to all and vocational training to such as wish it (as in piano and piano player tuning, piano teaching, home teaching, household science, typewriting, chair seating). I t  corresponds less to an institution than to a cottage boarding school having, as it does, one instructor to about every four pupils. All live in small self- contained family groups, the matron, teachers and pupils of each being thrown in continual daily contact for the purpose of training and socialization of the blind members. This prime requisite, socialization, is further promoted by student volunteer activities: clubs, debates, competitive field sports and dramatics.Number of pupils, from 270 to 280.Average length of pupils’ stay, 6 years.Animal cost of tuition and maintenance per pupil from $750 to $800.Average age of all pupils leaving about 16.Average age of pupils graduating with high school diploma, about 22; with vocational certificate, 24.Occupations after leaving school:The weaker:1. Beturn home contributing what they have learned to do by way of activehelpfulness in house and other work such as chair reseating, knitting, sewing, etc.2. Seek work in special subsidized shops.3. Become inmates of invalid institutions.The stronger:Piano tuning and selling, plus chair caning.Piano player tuning and repairing.Store keeping, plus knitting, chair caning, etc.Tending telephone centrals.Dictaphone typewriting in offices.Factory assembling.School and college teaching, music teaching, tutoring, home teaching. Mothers ’ helpers.Sales agents for talking machines, woodenware, groceries, magazines, newspapers, etc.Poultry keeping.
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Insurance agents.Variety entertainers.Weaving, rugbraiding, and reed basketry.Preaching, lecturing.Practicing law, osteopathy, and massage.There are no special visiting days, the general public being invited to inspect at all times and so correct the current notions of the capacity of blind persons under training as to be less reluctant than usual to employ them.From our records of past pupils, we believe we can assert that of “  the stronger ”  at least 80 per cent make good.

The Division of the Blind is most fortunate in having the support of the Perkins Institution and the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary and the sympathetic co-operation of the Massachusetts Association for promoting the Interests of the Adult Blind. Inspiration and substantial help come from these sources in generous measure. This co-operation emphasizes the possibilities sure to result from a State-wide interest in the problem of the blind.
V olunteer  S ervice.

Not the least important phase of activities for and with the blind is the contribution made by volunteer workers.In several cities and towns men and women are giving generously of their time in providing entertainment in an infinite number of ways. These social service groups are doing a splendid work. They not only contribute a great amount of happiness to our blind citizens, but, co-operating as they do along educational, economic and industrial lines with the State officials, they are lending aid, the value of which can hardly be overestimated.Much as these welfare agencies are doing, there is, however, great need of a more wide-spread interest in the prob’em of the blind, to the end that wherever these handicapped people are found, there will be sympathetic, intelligent, effective co-operation.Massachusetts, as a State, has been on the whole wise in legislating for the blind, but. “ law ”, in itself, even though we be equipped with the best possible administrative machinery to carry out its provisions, is no guarantee of success in achieving desired results. “ The hope of success may be measured fairly accurately by the degree of moral backing accorded the law by the citizenship because of an intelligent knowledge of and active interest in the problem involved. People are so constituted that a problem is real to them only as they actively participate in its solution, and active participation is something more than the mere payment of taxes.”The Commission recommends that the Division inaugurate a comprehensive program, for awakening in the cities of the Commonwealth such public interest as will tend to multiply volunteer organizations, such as are now operating in Boston, Worcester, Springfie'd and a few other cities.Well organized effort should be made to awaken personal interest taking the form of assistance in such things as finding boarding places, assistance in sewing in the home, vo’unteer readers, volunteer guides, volunteer service to arrange for trips to the hospital or other social service agencies, writing letters, taking the blind out for exercise, assisting blind women in their housework and giving friendly advice.

R e l ie f .
Relief is and must always be provided for those who are unable to work and have no visible means of support. Over one nuarter of the blind population of this Commonwealth are over 70 years old. and unable to work and aid in their own support. Many of them have no income or no relatives who are able to give them financial assistance. These must depend on the relief received from the Commonwealth.
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The number receiving relief varies from month to month according to varying conditions. During 1923, 754 blind persons were granted State relief. In the month of October, 1924, 540 were granted straight outside relief; 28 were granted local shop relief; and 6 Cambridge people were granted relief, making- a total of 574 persons receiving relief during that month. The amount of relief given also varies according to conditions, the maximum amount during 1923 being $300.00 and the minimum amount being $48.00. The average amount paid was $120.00 for the year. Individuals who are self-supporting, mendicants, or inmates of public or private institutions other than homds for the blind, are not eligible for financial assistance from the State.Massachusetts, as shown by the foregoing analysis is now giving relief to approximately six hundred blind persons. With the exception of 62 patients in the Tewksbury institution and 172 distributed among the institutions under the control of the Department of Mental Diseases, institutionalizing of the blind has been avoided.From time to time the question of pensioning some of the older and feebler men has been agitated, but in the opinion of the Commission, the present method of relief work is the best way to handle the problem and should not be changed.So far as can be ascertained there is little, if any, duplication in the ad-- ministering of relief by both the Department of Public Welfare and the Division of the Blind.Persistent effort should be made by State, city and town authorities to insure the faithful performance, by relatives able to do so, of their present obligation to support blind persons dependent upon them. When the blind themselves and their relatives have done what they can for their own maintenance, the State, the cities or the towns should meet any legitimate need of additional help, to the end that there shall be no excuse for the public soliciting of alms.Vending and begging on the streets by the blind should be put a stop to. It is unfair to the industrious blind who desire so far as possible to be self- supporting.What is to be said to a man whom you are asking to accept a fifteen or twenty dollar a week job in some industry where an opening is created for him, who tells you he can easily take in double that amount by standing on some street corner soliciting from the passers-by?The blind beggar on the street is responsible for the prejudice felt by many citizens toward the blind people. I t is not an uncommon experience of placement agents to find that the employer unconsciously perhaps is judging all blind persons by some street beggar with whom he has had an unfortunate 

expei'ience.
SECTIONS II AND III.

PLACEMENT OF THE BLIND AND FORMS OF WORK FOR WHICH 
THEY ARE ADAPTED AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR THEM.

The possibilities of employment of the blind in the business community among the seeing might naturally be classed as follows:
(a) Along professional lines.(!>) In offices.(c) In shops, factories, etc.(d ) Individual occupations.

The first class presents the most satisfactory kind of employment for a blind person who is normal in other respects and who manifests a desire to make the most out of his handicapped condition. Many of the blind are fully capable of supporting themselves and families either through a profession or a business of their own. According to the analysis contained in the annual report of the Division of the Blind for the year ending November 30, 1922, seventeen hundred and ninety-seven out of a total population of 3,888, were
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entirely self-supporting by reason of their own activities, and many more partially self-supporting’. While many blind persons in offices and factories have made good and have justified the confidence of their employers in placing them in their positions, it is still a difficult problem to extend the employment of blind persons among the sighted in offices and factories, primarily because of lack of understanding by the public. The employers must be educated to appreciate the real fitness of the blind for these positions, and this takes time and patience. The chief objection to employing blind in factories is the fear of increased liability, and the employers have to be shown that, taking everything else into consideration, a blind person is usually the most careful in the entire plant and is capable of taking care of himself and keeping out of danger. Employers must be taught to consider a man according to what he has left rather than by what he has lost. As this education of employers progresses, blind people will not find it so difficult to obtain work side by side with the sighted.Another query often raised is the one as to production. One point that must be emphasized is that a blind person must be thoroughly trained if he is to make good in any position, and he must be placed on the job that he is fitted for. There is no question but what he must have a great deal more training than a sighted person would require in the same position. But, being well trained, there are many positions among the sighted’ workers where a capable blind person can make good, and when an employer is once shown that lack of sight is not necessarily a disqualification on certain operations, he is willing to try one worker after another until the right person is found.The Division of the Blind has a “ Superintendent of Employment in Competition with the Seeing ” who is doing an invaluable work in the placing of the blind, in industrial and mercantile establishments. With but two assistants, however, she is daily made to realize how' inadequate the service is.There is great need of publicity, and the very best kind of publicity work would be for the superintendent or other properly qualified employee to devote substantial time to interviewing employers, giving talks before organizations of both men and women interested in human welfare, and in other ways, challenging the attention of the public to the great need of an understanding and sympathetic program of co-operation between the sighted population and the blind.The work now being done in placing blind men and women in industrial and mercantile establishments, in offices of professional and business men and in institutions is greatly to the credit of the State, but with it all, we have failed to meet adequately the needs of the situation as understood by those citizens who for years have labored in the interests of the blind.While, with the exception of a comparatively small number of the blind population, little or no complaint is heard, the fact remains that Massachusetts has not awakened yet to a full appreciation of what blindness really means. To quote from the report of a Special Commission on the Blind for the State of Minnesota:

Only consider that this is a sighted world, organized and carried on for sighted persons, by sighted persons; that every one of its activities, personal, economic, and social, is conducted on the theory that the citizen possesses sight; that we rely upon the eyes as upon no other organ or device for knowledge, for training, for intercourse, for freedom of movement, for work, for entertainment, for the appreciation of our environment, for participation in human affairs — and the difficulty confronting the blind, though otherwise normal, becomes clear.Most tragic of all, their grave and abnormal social handicap is a permanent, not a temporary, calamity, whose results they must endure, and strive against all their days. While the loss of sight is largely preventable, it is practically never curable. The victim of blindness can look forward with hope, not to cure, but only to the social alleviation of his condition.
To indicate the wide range of activities in which the blind already are engaged, and with the hope that the information may lead many additional employers to add to their pay-roll one or more blind persons, we submit herewith
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a list of present employers, who, so far as we are able to ascertain, are entirely satisfied with the services their blind employees are rendering:

P r e s e n t  E m p l o y e r . Numberemployed. Occupation. Location.

Cambridge Paper Box Co. . . . . . 2 Paper boxes CambridgePrice Pressing Machine Co. . . . . . 1 Machine BostonDennison Mfg. Co. . 3 Paper boxes FraminghamBaer & Wilde Co................................................... 1 Jewelry AttleboroUnited Shoe Machinery Office . . . . 1 Dictaphone BostonGillette Safety Razor Co. . . . . . 1 Razors South BostonSimplex Piano Parts Co. 2 Piano parts WorcesterWhitnev Valentine Co. . . . . . . i Valentines WorcesterCream Fry-Kakes Co. GeBorts . . . . i Doughnuts CambridgeNorthern Industrial Chemical . . . . i Bakelite products South BostonMickeljohn Piano Co............................................. i - Taunton, Paw-
Crompton & Knowles Loom Works i Office, dictaphone

tucket and Providence WorcesterChickering Piano Co.....................................  . 4 Piano tuning BostonGilchrist Co. . . . . 1 Stockroom, store BostonWalton’s Lunch . . . . 1 Lunch room BostonPackard Auto Co . . . . . . 1 Cleaner in salesroom BostonColonial Chair Co. . . . . . . 1 Rush seats AshlandConverse Rubber C o . ...................................... 1 Dictaphone MaldenGeneral Electric Co. .............................. 1 Dictaphone LynnHallet & Davis Co. . 4 Piano tuning NeponsetP. B. Keith Co. . . . . . 1 Shoes BrocktonState Reformatory for Women . . . . 1 Dictaphone SherbornSamuel Winslow Skate Co. . . . . . 1 Skates WorcesterNational Fireworks Co.......................................... 2 Home work (mfg.) HanoverEureka Blank Book Co......................................... 1 Bindery HolyokeFilene’s ..................................................... 1 Stock room Boston ‘Jewett’s Piano Co. . . . . 1 Piano tuning LeominsterFiske Rubber Co.................................................. 1 Dictaphone Chicopee FallsWarren Paper Box Co............................................ 1 Paper boxes EverettLondon Guarantee & Acc. Ins. Co. 2 Dictaphone BostonDaniel Prouty Shoe Co. . . . .  . 1 Shoe manufacturing SpencerMurray Printing Co. . . . . 1 Bindery CambridgeEdison Elec. 111. Co. 1 Dictaphone BostonGeneral Radio Co. . . . . . . . 1 Radio CambridgeJ & A Cigar Co . . . . . . . 1 Cigars BostonRaymond Syndicate . . . . . . 1 Stockroom BostonCarter & Campbell . . . . . . . 1 Homework — reed Winchendon
Boston Clip & Tag Co................................... 1 manufacturing Homework — laun- Boston
Jordan Marsh Co. . . . . . . . 1 dry clips Stock room BostonBarber Elec. Mfg. Co. . . . . . 1 Electrical supplies AttleboroBarrett Co. . . . . . . . . 1 Dictaphone BostonTower Piano Parts Co. (now associated with Hallet & Davis Co.) 1 Piano parts NeponsetWalworth Mfg. Co. . 1 Dictaphone South BostonGinter C o . ..................................................... 1 Packing room—gro • Boston**-Electrical Co. . . . . . . . . 1 cersSupplies New BedfordThomas G. Plant . . . . 1 Shoes Jamaica PlainAtlantic National Bank . . . . . 1 Messenger BostonClaflin & Sumner Coal Co. . . . . . 1 Coal WorcesterBabson Statistical Co. 1 T ypist Wellesley HillsMaryland Casualty Co. . 1 Dictaphone BostonR. H. White Co. . . . . . . 1 Stock room BostonHerbert Averv. lawyer . . . . . . 1 Dictaphone BostonHouse of St. Giles the Cripple . . . . 1 Masseur Garden City, N.i.Restaurant . . . . . . . . 1 I )ishwasher BostonBachrach Photographers . . . . i Home telephone, Medford
Ivers & Pond Co. . . . . . . . 1 Saleswoman Piano tuning CambridgeMalden Elec. Light Co. . . . . 1 Night telephone MaldenFirst National Bank . . • . 1 Messenger BostonS. S. Pierce Co. . . . . . . . 1 Dictaphone BostonRedbird Farm.............................................. 1 Poultry Wrentham

In addition, housework and mothers’ helpers in private families; helpers in institutions such as —
Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, Boston.New England Women’s Hospital, Boston.Children’s Hospital, Boston.
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In this connection, the following statement is quoted from the American Foundation for the Blind, Inc., of New York City:
If each large industry could absorb into its working force one blind or partly sighted man or woman, the problem of the support of the normal person without sight would be solved. In nearly all large factory plants there is at least one routine, simple hand assembly process which does not require sight inspection and where the material is brought to and carried from the bench. Because of monotony those jobs are difficult to fill by sighted help and because they are of an unskilled nature the pay is proportionally small. A blind man or woman could, however, earn a livelihood and be free from the curse of idleness if given a fair trial in 

filling such a position.
With a view to extending the work of placement to meet the existing need, the Commission recommends the employment of one additional placement 

worker. . . .A shoe repairing business has been developed by a blind man living m Michigan that, challenges the attention of people interested in the blind. This shop, although being operated on a regular commercial basis, is being used primarily for the purpose of teaching other blind men how to repair shoes. Men have been sent to this shop from many other States. The fact that they must do superior work is constantly drilled into the men while they are in training, and samples of the repair work from this shop show excellent workmanship. Mr. F. T. Perrigo, Manager, writes “ It is not difficult for a capable blind man to get to where he can run from ten to fifteen dollars worth of work per clay.” It is possible to set up a small shop, with a foot power stitcher, which has proved especially adapted for the use of the blind, for between three and five hundred dollars. A tuition fee of fifteen dollars a week is charged, which includes, room, board, laundry and medical attention if it is needed. The average period of training has been from four to six months.This man is instructing blind men and they, in turn, are teaching other blind men, thus opening up an opportunity for self-support that means much to those blind who are striving in every way to overcome their handicap.The Commission recommends that the Director of the Division of the Blind be authorized to send a man to Saginaw, Michigan, for the purpose of learning the repair of shoes as taught by Mr. Perrigo; and that such sums as may be necessary for the expense of the undertaking be allowed from the treasury 
of the Division.

SECTION IV.
REPORT ON HOW INDUSTRIES CONDUCTED FOR THE BLIND BY THE COMMONWEALTH SHOULD BE ORGANIZED AND MANAGED WHAT MEASURES SHOULD BE TAKEN FOR BUYING RAW MATERIALS AND DISPOSING OF THE PRODUCT TO BEST ADVANTAGE AND WHETHER FUTURE PROVISION MIGHT BE MADE FOR THE MANUFACTURE FOR AND SALE TO STATE DEPARTMENTS AND TO OTHER PUBLIC AUTHORITIES OF ARTICLES MADE BY THE BLIND, AND FOR ENLISTING PUBLIC INTEREST IN THE PURCHASE OF SUCH ARTICLES.

(a) Experience in Other States.
Owing to the limited amount of money available for the use of the Commission, information as to what is being done for the blind outside of Massachusetts has been solicited through correspondence rather than by visits to other states. In response to our request for information along specific lines, and for reports and other printed matter, much valuable information has come 

to the Commission.As nearly as the Commission has been able to ascertain, only eighteen States have permanent Commissions for the Blind, although this cannot be
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taken as authentic. These states are Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, Indiana Kansas, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Virginia. Under these Commissions a wide range of activities have been carried on and substantial progress made toward solving some of the many problems involved in dealing with the blind.The problem is recognized by all these States as a most complicated one. There is general agreement that the problem is largely an individual one. Of the Western States, Ohio probably leads in ministering to the need of the blind.The difficulties of the problem do not vary much in the different States. A recent communication from the State of Iowa has this to say with reference to industrial training:

The Uninformed Propose a State Workshop. — There are arguments for and against it. Experts do not agree. I t  has been demonstrated over and over that such a shop can never be entirely self-supporting. Whether it contributes to the happiness and security of the individual, or adds to his discontent is an open ■ question. Probably much would depend on the management. The situation is further complicated by the attitude of the blind themselves. I t  will not be sufficient to inquire for what the blind are asking, because they are far from being united on a policy. Without doubt they should be consulted and their suggestions carefully considered. Moreover, when a definite program is proposed, it should be thoroughly explained to them.We sincerely hope that Iowa will solve the problem in a scientific manner and in such a way that it will prove to be generally acceptable.

According to the information received, workshops for the employment of blind persons are being operated in twenty-four States throughout the country, including Massachusetts. The general trend of opinion of those in charge of this work is that on the whole, the small shop is more successful than the large shop. There are arguments, both for and against the large shop.
Following we give a brief summary of the statements taken from letters .and printed material received from other States:In Alabama, an association for the blind has for several years been seeking the establishment of a State Commission for the Blind and State Aid for the blind.In Arkansas, a private association raises funds annually from private sources to give financial aid to blind people and to maintain a home for blind women. The Rotary Club has been very active in assisting.In California, there is a State Commission for the Blind, which maintains two Home Teachers. The State also maintains the California Industrial Home of Mechanical Trade for the Adult Blind, at Oakland. A private association maintains a shop in San Francisco, in which brooms, furniture and rugs are manufactured. In 1919, a relief law was enacted, making it permissive for the counties to grant relief on a sliding scale with a maximum of $180.00 a year.In Colorado, there is a workshop, known as the Colorado Workshop for the Blind, furnishing employment for about twenty persons in the manufacture of brooms. In 1919 a relief law was enacted providing for relief on a sliding scale with a maximum of $300.00 a year. The county pays one half the cost and the State pays the other half. The relief is administered by a State Commission of three. There are also State Home Teachers.In Connecticut, the work for the blind is headed up by Ihe Board of Education for the Blind. This Board has charge of the administration of the relief law and the home teaching service provides for the tuition of the children attending the Hartford School for the Blind and adults in the Trades Department. The relief law was enacted in 1921 and is framed after the Massachusetts plan. Relief is administered on a sliding scale, with a maximum of $360.00. There is a trade department, which serves as a working home for blind men
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and women. This home accommodates about forty men and women and is maintained by private charity, with a State subsidy for the board of the inmates. The Trade Department carries a broomshop, basketshop and chairshop. There is also some work done in the manufacture of reed furniture and rugs. In accordance with a statement made by Mr. Stetson K. Ryan, Secretary of the State Board of Education for the Blind, the brooms manufactured by the blind must be sold at least 25 per cent higher than those manufactured by sighted workmen, in order to make any profit.In Delaware, there is a Commission for the Blind, which maintains a small shop, where the reseating of chairs is the principal industry. There is also one Home Teacher.In Georgia, a private association was formed in 1920 and is being supported by private subscriptions. Since that time, they have been trying to secure the establishment of a State Commission for the Blind.In Illinois, the work is carried on under the supervision of the Division for the Visitation of the Adult Blind, in the Department of Public Welfare. This Division employs four blind and two sighted Home Teachers. Since 1903, the State has required the counties to grant flat pensions to the blind. In 1922, this pension was increased to $250.00 a year. The Division also teaches blind people in several lines of industries and promotes sales in co-operation with the women’s clubs.The Chicago Lighthouse for the Blind, maintained by private charities, has served as a finger training school. The industries in the Lighthouse consist chiefly of the manufacture of rugs and the assembling of Christmas-tr.ee lighting outfits, the entire production of both being taken over by jobbers. The jobbers furnish the material and dispose of the finished products, while the association furnishes the blind labor. In this way, the association has no problem of buying raw materials or of disposing of the finished products. After the men have received the necessary finger training, the placement department of the Lighthouse seeks employment for them in private shops and > factories. They believe that the best solution of the blind problem is secured through placing the blind in factories, shops and other forms of employment among the seeing. The State of Illinois runs a broomshop in Chicago for the employment of about thirty men.Ln Indiana, the work is carried on under the direction of the Board of Industrial Aid for the Blind. In 1921, a large broom factory was completed at a cost to the State of over $100,000. This shop is located in Indianapolis and furnishes employment for about forty men. I t has practically maintained itself, although the State has provided a working capital. Mr. C. D. Chadwick, Executive Secretary of the Board of Industrial Aid for the Blind writes as follows: “ I am an equally strong advocate of small shops, where there issufficient population of blind in the immediate vicinity to make it worth while. The overhead, of course, in small shops is greater than in the large shops, but the advantage is in permitting the blind to live in their home environment. The central shop may act as a distributor of raw materials for the small shops, as well as give training and employment to the blind. Such is our plan in Indiana. We have been very successful in establishing blind people in industries in their homes and find that where this is possible, it is preferable to the central shop, as it gives the person an opportunity to grow, both in a social way and in a business way, — in other words, he becomes a normal person and lives as such. We have not been very successful in placing blind persons in industry with sighted help. If you find a person who is able to hold his place side by side with the sighted, he is much superior to his fellow workmen and through his superiority is able to compete with sighted labor. We have, however heen able to place several blind people in professional lines, such as teaching, piano tuning, etc. We found it to our advantage to buy raw materials as near the source of production as possible. This eliminates the middleman. Our sales have been conducted the same as in any other manufacturing establishment, by salesmen and by correspondence from the office, advertising, etc.
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We have experienced no difficulty in selling our products, but in order to do this, it is necessary to maintain a high standard of equality. We have a law in Indiana that requires all State Institutions and political divisions of the State to purchase the products manufactured by our various departments. We have also interested club women of the State who have furnished a market for the entire output of our needlecraft department, which is a department which employs the women in their homes in needlework, etc.” Mr. Chadwick states that the new industrial building for the blind that has just been completed in the city of Indianapolis cost the State, including land, building and equipment, the sum of $106,319.98. They maintain a broom department for the men and a needlecraft department for the women. The manufacture of aprons by the women has recently been adopted as a new industry and they report very gratifying results. They also make a special feature of furnishing looms to blind persons so that they can weave rugs at home. The workers are able to buy their materials from headquarters and thus obtain them at a much lower cost than they could obtain them elsewhere.In Iowa, the Industrial Society for the Blind has been trying to get the State to do more for the blind work. This society, at the present time, sends out teachers from the school for the blind to teach the adult persons in their own homes. Placement work is also encouraged through the school for the blind. In 1915, a relief law was enacted which provided for a maximum of $300 a year in relief on a sliding scale basis. This is administered through 
the counties. .In Idaho, a relief law was enacted in 1917, providing for relief on a sliding scaie. In 1919, the maximum amount was fixed at $300. This is administered 
through the counties. .In Kansas, for a number of years, the State Association for the Blind, composed of about four hundred members, gave assistance to individual blind people, especially in the form of loans. In 1923, a Commission for the Blind was established. Under this Commission, the State provides two blind Home Teachers and maintains a summer session at the school for the blind for the benefit of adult blind individuals. “ Our purpose is to train and equip the individuals and help them to establish themselves in their own locality among their own friends and acquaintances.” “ We feel that workshops would not be at all practical in this State.” They are giving instructions in broom making, chair seating, basketry, weaving, and music, in order that blind individuals may take up those activities in their own homes. Belief for handicapped people, including the blind, has been administered since 1911 through 
the counties in Kansas.In Kentucky, a pension law was enacted in April, 1924, granting a pension of $250.00 a year to blind persons. The Legislature also appropriated $40,000 in April, 1924, for the erection of a workshop.In Louisiana, a Commission for the Blind has been recently established. This is maintaining a broom and mop factory and is also providing for instruction in basketry and rug weaving, chair recaning and the repairing ct tennis rackets. This Lighthouse was established in 1924. An association for the blind, made up largely of blind people has been very active in promoting
this work. . .In Maine, there is a private workshop and home, known as the Maine Institution for the Blind, at Portland. This provides an industrial home for about forty blind persons. The industries include broom making, mattress making and chair caning. Rugs and baskets are made to order. This shop is also used as a training school and many of the blind persons who have attended it are now reseating chairs at home and thereby making themselves partly self-supporting. While the shop is maintained by a private association, it is subsidized by the State. In 1916, a law was enacted, providing for relief on a sliding scale. This is administered through an official in the Governors office. As''yet, the highest amount, actually paid, has been $180.00 a year, although the law fixes the maximum at $300.00 a year.
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In Maryland, there is a large private workshop, located in the city of Baltimore, furnishing employment for about 140 blind men and women. Chair reseating and the manufacture of brooms are the principal industries, although there is some work being done in the manufacture of baskets and the weaving 

of rugs.In Michigan, the work for the blind is carried on largely by private associations. In Detroit, the League for the Handicapped maintains a shop to give finger-training. The work consists largely of the assembly of parts for the machine shops. Placement in private industry is emphasized. “ When times are good, Detroit factories have provided employment for between sixty-five and seventy blind men.” In Grand Rapids, the Association for the Blind has done a great deal of work in placing blind persons in the local factories, especially the furniture factories. The Association maintains a small shop, where chair caning and basketry are the principal industries. They also train individuals for placement in private industry. “ For the most part our working blind are employed at simple tasks in local factories, without special supervision and are paid the same as are the sighted people doing the same work.” The association also maintains a day school for adult blind persons, giving them instructions, such as they may need as individuals or as a group. There is a State workshop, located at Saginaw, Michigan, which furnishes a home and employment for about eighty-five residents, of whom about fifty are men. The principal industries are broom making, reseating of chairs, and rug weaving. They also provide training in piano tuning. There were 50 employed in the broomshop, 15 in the chair and basketshop and 6 in the rugshop. This shop was originally started to train persons to return to their own homes, but it soon became a permanent home. Apprentices are given their board free for a period of three years, if necessary. After that, their board and room cost $5.00 a week. A course in shoe repairing is given by the Division of Rehabilitation by a local shoe repairing shop, run by a blind man. This shop has no connection with the Michigan Employment Institution for the Blind, except that its trainees are furnished with maintenance there.In Minnesota, the State work for the blind is carried on by the Department for the Blind under the State Board of Control. This department provides for Home Teaching, placement in private industry, financing of trainees and the administration of relief. While there are no State workshops, private workshops are maintained by private agencies in Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth. The relief law was enacted in 1922 and was fashioned after the Massachusetts law. It provides for relief on a sliding scale basis, with the maximum fixed at $300. During the last fiscal year, relief was granted to 143 cases. The Duluth Association for the Blind emphasizes placement in private industry and develops home work. I t also conducts sales. I t maintains a Lighthouse, where the principal industries are basketry, rug weaving, reseating chairs, and racket restringing. In Minneapolis, the society for the blind maintains a broomshop, but places the greatest stress on placement in private industry and Home Teaching. In St. Paul, the association maintains a shop, where basketry, rug weaving and chair caning are the principal industries. They also encourage the placement of blind individuals in private industry. There is a small broomshop in Chisholm, maintained by the mining companies. The shops in Minneapolis and Chisholm employ from five to nine men each. Most of the shops have sighted overseers. They state that the marketing of their products is one of the most serious problems they have, and although they advertise in every way possible, conduct special sales in department stores, at fairs, in lobbies of public buildings, etc., and maintain a salesroom, they are unable to dispose of their entire output.In Missouri, the Commission for the Blind maintains a large workshop for the manufacture of brooms, mops, baskets, brushes, and rugs, and to repair shoes. They also maintain eight Home Teachers. The basic idea is to teach the men a trade and then to have them to go back to their own communities and establish a little business of their own. They state that their shops for the
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handicapped are a losing venture, as their shops in St. Louis, Kansas City and Jefferson City all have large deficits. With regard to their Home Teachers, they state as follows: “ As soon as the Home Teacher is sent out into thefield, the Executive Secretary goes into that field and helps organize a local association. The local association must assume responsibility for its community blind, disposing of its products, etc. In some of the centers, the Associations have shops.” A relief law was enacted in 1921 and amended in 1923. This provides for a flat pension of $300 to be administered through the counties.In New Hampshire, the work for the blind is carried on through a subdivision of the Department of Public Welfare. They maintain a small shop in Manchester and two Home Teachers. The shop in Manchester employs seven men making brooms and reseating chairs. All the men employed in the shop are under 45 years of age. They discourage men from going into the shop and endeavor to get them to take up farming or some other suitable occupation at home. They have never attempted to place the blind in factories or in shops along with the sighted. In 1913, New Hampshire enacted a flat pension law, granting $150.00 to each applicant through the counties.In New Jersey, the Commission for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Blind maintains no workshop for the blind, but concentrates its efforts on training the blind children and adults so that they can be as nearly self- supporting as possible, in order that none shall suffer from poverty. They have six Home Teachers. The emphasis is on placement in private industry and in home work. In Ampere, N. J., at one time 23 blind persons were employed in one large electrical concern. They state that they do not believe in the segregation of the blind for any reason whatsoever and especially for employment. “ The blind, the normal blind, have the same rights as the sighted to education and to work, but given both, they should work.” The relief law was enacted in New Jersey in 1922, providing for relief on a sliding scale with a maximum of $300. While the county pays the relief, it is administered through the State office.In New York State, the Commission for the Blind discontinued all State shops because they found it cost $1.46 to give a blind worker $1.00 in their shops. When the shops were discontinued the men with greater skill were placed in industrial positions, others were taught rug weaving and established in their own communities. At the present time the Commission employs 12 blind Home Teachers. “ In New York State, it is the policy of the Commission to share the responsibility and work for individual blind persons with local groups privately administered.” The Commission employs a State selling director to help dispose of the goods manufactured by the home workers. There are 21 rug weavers working in their own homes. The Commission also provides for the training of dictaphone operators, masseurs and similar occupations. I t has also developed a policy of finding cigar and news stands within factory grounds and establishing blind people in charge of these stands. “ The State of New York does not conduct any industries for the blind, it supplements and aids the work of local shops where blind industries are carried on.”There are 12 associations for the blind carrying on work throughout the State. Some of these associations conduct shops.The Lighthouse in New York City conducts a salesroom, trains weavers, piano tuners, and dictaphone operators, and maintains a factory where about 70 men are employed in broom making, chair reseating and mop making.The Guild of Jewish Workers maintains a center in New York City where hair industry is the principal occupation for blind women and cobbling and rug weaving for blind men.The Industrial Home for the Blind in Brooklyn furnishes a home for blind men in connection with which there is a workshop where the manufacture of brooms and mops and the reseating of chairs are the principal industries.The Brooklyn Bureau of Charities maintains a salesroom and a center where 
blind women may learn to weave and make baskets.
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The Exchange and Training School for the Blind in Brooklyn maintains a workshop where about 30 men are enrolled.The Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor in Brooklyn maintains a salesroom and a very small basket shop. I t also conducts typewriting classes and promotes placement of blind people in industry.The Buffalo Association for the Blind maintains a workshop where they manufacture brooms and rugs and reseat chairs. They also provide home work for about 30 workers.There are also associations for promoting the interests of the blind located in Rochester, Albany, Syracuse and Cayuga County.In 1922 a law was enacted providing for relief on a sliding scale basis to be paid by the counties. The maximum relief is $300 a year. When the law was first enacted it was mandatory on the counties, but in 1923 the law was amended so that it is now optional.There are also several homes for aged blind in New York State maintained by private charities.The Commission for the Blind in Ohio employs eight home teachers. It also promotes sight-saving classes in connection with the public schools. The Commission operates a trade training school where blind persons are taught broom making, basketry, reseating of chairs, and brush making and are then returned to their own homes. “ There are three workshops for the blind in Ohio operated by private organizations. The State does not operate workshops.” Home work is provided for about 1,000 blind persons. The Commission furnishes the raw materials which are made up into 127 standardized articles. When the finished articles are returned to the Commission, the blind consignee is paid for his labor after the inspection of the finished goods, and furnished with a new supply of raw materials. These goods are sold through department stores in six cities where the space is donated. The State pays the saleswomen in charge. They also sell to department stores in 17 States. The largest demand is for such articles as aprons, tea towels, and ironing board covers. During the past two years the Commission has placed about 250 blind persons in positions in shops or factories where they do assembly work. There are 52 individual broom shops in Ohio operated by blind people. The Cleveland Society for the Blind operates a broom shop for about eighteen men. They also provide finger training at the Graselli House. The Society promotes the sales of the goods of the home workers and maintains one person to visit these workers, teach them, and help dispose of their products. The emphasis of the work of this society is in placement. The Ohio Association for the Blind maintains a shop in Cincinnati for the manufacture of brooms, mops and baskets, where 30 men are employed. A private association maintains a broom shop for about 11 men in Youngstown. This association also assists blind people to find employment in private industry. Since 1898 Ohio has had a flat pension for the blind. When first enacted it provided $100 a year but since that time the amount has been gradually increased until in 1923 it was $250 a year.In Oklahoma, a Commission for the Blind was organized in 1923.In Oregon, there is a workshop for the blind, maintained by the State in Portland. This workshop has a magnificent plant, built by a special mill tax, and has a dormitory connected with it in which each man has a separate room, with running hot and cold water in his room. There are usually between thirty and forty employees in this establishment.The State of Pennsylvania has no State Commission for the Blind, but relies largely upon the Pennsylvania Association for the Blind to promote activities. The State subsidizes several of the activities of this association. In connection with the school for the Blind at Overbrook, Philadelphia, there is an excellent placement service maintained. The school maintains a placement agent, who is very active in finding work for blind persons in factories, stores and shops. The school also maintains a salesroom and exchange for the home workers. They also take orders for the reseating of chairs and for tuning pianos, at this salesroom. The Pennsylvania Home for Blind Women, located
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in Philadelphia, provides a home for about 46 blind women. This is not maintained as a factory, but as a home. The women crochet, sew, and reseat chairs. The Pennsylvania Working Home for Blind Men provides shelter for 108 men, two thirds of whom are over 50 years of age. In the workshop connected with this home, the principal industries are the manufacture of brooms and rugs. The Association maintains a workshop at Pittsburgh, where forty blind men and eleven sighted men are employed in the manufacture of brooms and rugs and reseating of chairs. This shop has also set up about 20 blind persons in their own homes in rug weaving. The shop solicits orders for the tuning of pianos and for chairs to be reseated by persons working in their own homes. There is no home connected with this shop. The Association maintains a workshop at Wilkes-Barre, where 23 blind men are employed weaving old carpets into fluff rugs. They also assist fourteen blind women to work at home. The Association also maintains a shop at Lackawanna, where sixteen.blind persons are employed. There is also a salesroom connected with this shop. The chief occupation consists of the manufacture of train order hoops and the reseating of chairs. In 1923, a special commission was appointed under an act of the Legislature to investigate the industrial opportunities for the blind in that Commonwealth.In Rhode Island, the State confines its activities to providing for two blind Home Teachers. In 1924, a private association was formed which established a small chair reseating shop in the city of Providence. About seven men 
are employed in this shop.In Tennessee, a Commission for the Blind was established in 1918. This Commission maintained a small State shop at Memphis and a shop for sixty men at Nashville. The shop at Memphis was later consolidated with the shop at Nashville as a matter of economy in administration.In Texas, the Young Men’s Progressive League is carrying on a campaign, at the present time, to establish an industrial home for the adult blind in that 
State.In Utah, a Commission for the Blind was established in 1909. Their work has consisted largely in carrying on preventive work, and Home Teaching. They maintain a small rug weaving shop. They have also stimulated the development of the use of a reading room. Private associations co-operate 
with them in their work.In Virginia, a Commission for the Blind was first created in 1923. As yet no workshop has been established in that State. Their work at the present time consists chiefly in training blind people in their own homes. “ Our newly blinded men seem to make better progress in the manufacture of mattresses 
and brooms.”In Washington, a private association maintains a Lighthouse in Seattle. In the broomshop there are fifteen workers and nine salesmen employed. In the ehairshop there are two caners and there is one rug weaver. Admission to 
this shop is very carefully restricted.In Wisconsin, the State Agency for the Adult Blind, connected with the State School for the Blind, has supervision of the work with the adults. There is a workshop in Milwaukee, employing about twenty men in the manufacture of baskets. “ The State pays the overhead expenses as a trades school.” In 1907, Wisconsin enacted a law providing for a flat pension of $100. This was later increased to $150 in 1917. In 1923, the law was amended and now relief is administered on a sliding scale with a maximum fixed at $360. This appears to be the highest maximum for relief granted by law in any State in 
the Union.
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(b) Measures to be adopted in Massachusetts.
Large shops should be discouraged and the blind who can properly be employed otherwise should be so employed.While agreeing that all former employees of the Cambridge shop not incapacitated and not otherwise properly employed should be reinstated, the Commission is of the opinion that further study than is now possible should be made by the Department of Education, to determine the relative value of the existing shop in Cambridge and a smaller shop such as the shops in Worcester, Pittsfield, Pall River and Lowell.As appears in the earlier part of this report the present Director inherited a situation in the Cambridge shop that was most unfortunate. The business was badly in debt; with a faulty system of records; with a considerable number of non-productive men on the pay-roll and with a limited selling market, due in part to a poor quality of goods having been manufactured and sold. The failure after accepting orders to fill the same, on the ground that the price of raw material had been advanced, had reacted against the business, resulting in the loss of several valuable customers. This combination of handicaps constituted a serious obstacle.While appreciating these difficulties of the Director in handling the situation, the Commission feels that he has been slow in making certain changes which in our opinion are necessary, if the shop is to be operated to the best advantage. What has been needed, and is still needed, is a better system of shop accounting. Accurate records of raw material on hand each month are an essential part of an up-to-date management. A system which insures the minimum of waste in manufacturing, and a knowledge of what it is costing to produce the finished product are of course necessary to the successful conduct of any business. The Commission believes there should always be under the Director a shop superintendent vTho is a sighted person and at least two other sighted employees for the Cambridge Industries. While some of those men appearing and speaking before the Commission have strongly advised against a sighted superintendent, the Commission is of the opinion that only such a person can successfully direct the details of a manufacturing business. The Commission recommends that the necessary provision for the employment of a sighted shop superintendent be always in the appropriation for the Cambridge Industries.The present rooms for the Cambridge shop are poorly adapted for the work. They are on three floors, so the -work is not laid out advantageously. The blind employees have to use the stairs. The risk of fire is great, although the top fourth floor formerly used has been abandoned. The materials used, broom, corn, and cotton have to be stored on the first floor, creating additional fire risk. The present lease expires in October, 1927. New premises should be obtained but only for such workers as are not incapacitated and cannot be otherwise properly employed.The Special Commission recommends that the Department of Administration and Finance make a study of the Cambridge industries for men -with especial reference to location, arrangement and safety of the shop, methods of production and system of accounting and report to the Department of Education.The selling end of the business was not given the prompt attention it should have had, following the change in management, but the situation in this respect has improved, and a salesman is now employed who gives his entire time to marketing the product. In addition to personal solicitation, the mails are employed for calling attention of the public to what the State has to sell.The following letter has been sent to all State institutions and State department heads, while letters have been addressed to manufacturing and mercantile houses, and small buyers of brooms: —
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Cambridge I ndustries for the Blind,
273 Green Street, Cambridge, Mass.

Dear S ir : — The Cambridge Industries for the Blind, 273 Green Street, Cambridge, are prepared to give immediate attention to your requirements for corn brooms, wet and dry mops, and rag rugs. The following are the prices as of November 1, 1924,
House brooms:No. 6, $7.50 a dozen.No. 7, $8.00 a dozen.Whisk brooms, $4.25 a dozen.Rattan mixed barn brooms, No. 8, $8.50 a dozen.Rattan mixed barn brooms, No. 9, $9.00 a dozen.

16-ounce wet mops, $6.75 a dozen.20-ounce wet mops, $7.75 a dozen.Mop handles complete, 48 inch, $3.00 a dozen.Mop handles complete, 54 inch, $3.25 a dozen.
Rag rugs, prices on request.

As Helen Keller has stated, “ The heaviest burden on the blind is not blindness, but idleness, and they can be relieved of this greater burden. The State can teach the blind to work, but their fellow citizens must furnish a market for their products.”  Will you kindly bring this letter and the provisions of chapter 486 of the Acts of 1921 to the attention of the officers who purchase such supplies for the public institutions and departments under your supervision. We shall be very grateful for your co-operation in helping us to build up a wider market for the products of our blind workmen. Very truly yours,CAMBRIDGE INDUSTRIES FOR THE BLIND, 
T homas Mahar, Foreman.

While the blind constitute only a small part of the population of the State, they present a problem that should make strong appeal to every thinking man and woman in the Commonwealth.Massachusetts has done a great deal for the blind, and is today providing employment in the several workshops for approximately 130 men. A considerable number of women are employed in the Woolson House shop at Cambridge. The home work now carried on by the blind is an example of what may be done by individual effort if an adequate number of Home Teachers are employed.Abundant evidence has come to the Commission in the form of letters and by the spoken word, that by far the greater portion of the blind people ofi the State desire above all else to be so far as is possible self-supporting. The Commission has been impressed with the fact that aside from the almost chronic complaints of a small number, the blind men and women of Massachusetts are a brave, patient and would-be industrious group of citizens. They do not wish to be pitied. They desire above everything else to be considered on the same basis as seeing people. Opportunity to be self-supporting to the limit of their ability is what they ask for. They wish to be accorded a place where they feel themselves to be making a substantial contribution to the social and industrial activities of the Commonwealth.In 1910 an investigation by the Division of the Blind made in Springfield and Holyoke showed no demand for a shop. At the hearing of this Commission in Springfield, no particular desire for a shop was shown. The main object of the blind is to get work and to aid as far as possible in their own support. If  they can get as much work and make as much money at home, they would rather do that than be subjected to the inconvenience of getting back and forth from a shop.
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For the men, however, who board, and have no place in which to do “ home ” work, the small shop gives the only fair opportunity to be happily occupied and to work.The reports coming to us from several States where shops for the blind have been established show a strong opinion in favor of the small shop.Where there is no other reasonable way of affording opportunity to the blind to be occupied and to work when having the capacity, this Commission is of opinion that small shops for broom making, chair reseating and possibly rug weaving might advantageously be carried on. But the Commission is of the opinion that wherever practicable such shops should be operated by private persons so far as possible on a proper basis, employees to have their wages or earnings augmented in needy individual cases by money from public funds under approval of the proper officials. No new shop, large or small, should be established and conducted by the State so long as it is possible to enlist the interest of private individuals or local organizations in their establishment and maintenance, either on a business basis or on such a basis so far as practicable, with additional aid given to individual workers as a matter of public policy.The Special Commission recommends that the small shops now carried on by the State be so far as practicable disposed of by transfer to private individuals or organizations.
Purchase of raw materials should continue to be made through the Department of Administration and Finance. The fluctuations in the price of raw materials, particularly of broom-corn, make it of vital importance that purchases in adequate quantities should be made when the prices are low, even though the articles must be kept for a considerable time within the limits of being free from deterioration.Industries for the blind should be managed on as nearly a business basis as is possible, although, it is generally understood that a workshop for the blind will always have to be subsidized. It is a commonly known fact that the average blind man’s labor in a shop is not equal to over 33 1/3 per cent of a sighted person, all other things being equal. For this reason, it has never- been thought that an industry for the blind could be run on a profitable basis. Nevertheless, this Commission believes that under efficient management of the manufacturing and selling ends, the industries could be run so "that it would cost less than a dollar to give a blind man a dollar in wages.Goods manufactured by the blind should be sold on merit and not on sympathy, and one of the great problems has been to educate the public to understand that the blind are capable of producing articles of superior workmanship. The best material and the best workmanship possible should be put into the goods manufactured. The goods should command the average fair market price. Sufficient salesmen or agencies should be maintained to dispose of all the goods manufactured.
During the three years of the Commission for the Blind from 1908 to 1910, inclusive the total sales increased from $12,150 to $50,547. In 1923 the total revenue from the local shops, sale of home work stock and consignments, and the Cambridge industries amounted to $229,605.77.The Division of the Blind, in disposing of the shop products, has to meet the keenest competition. Prison-made brooms from the States of Maine and Missouri have been shipped into Massachusetts in large quantities. These goods have been offered at prices lower than for what they can be produced in our shops for the blind.
While there is no legal remedy for a situation like this, the misfortune of it all will be mitigated if an increasing number of Massachusetts buyers of brooms avail themselves of the opportunity to help the blind of the Commonwealth by giving their goods preference over all others. If encouraged to do so, a considerable element among the blind have it in them to do as good work as is done by sighted persons.
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S tate D epartm ents and Oth er  P ublic A gencies should I ncrease their

P urchases.
The variety of goods which a blind man can manufacture is limited, the principal articles being corn brooms, reseating chairs, mops and mattresses. Under the circumstances, it would seem as though, as far as possible, these goods should be left solely for manufacture by this class of persons.Section 25 of chapter 69, of the General Laws as amended by chapter 486 of the Acts of 1921 reads as follows:
Section 25. The superintendent of buildings and officers in charge of state or other public institutions shall purchase articles or supplies, other than products of prison labor, from the division of the blind; provided, that the division has the same for sale and that they were produced by persons under the supervision of the division or in industrial schools or workshops under its supervision.
Brooms and mops are manufactured by the inmates in a number of State institutions. During the past year 1,079 dozen brooms and 278 dozen mops were used in State institutions. Of these 407% dozen brooms and 177% dozen mops were purchased from the Division of the Blind. The difference represents the purchases in open market and such brooms and mops as may have been manufactured in said institutions.In view of the limited number of articles that can be made by the blind, and the almost unlimited field open to the persons with sight, the Commission has no hesitancy in urging the enforcement of the law cited above, unless it can be shown to be impracticable.There is also a field for the disposal of goods manufactured by the blind in county, city and town institutions, and this market should he followed up more closely.City and town officials should be further urged to buy of the State, and chambers of commerce be requested to co-operate with the Division of the Blind in awakening a State-wide interest in the products of the shops operated by the Commonwealth. This publicity should be effective in creating a substantial interest among the purchasing public.Publicity and effort should be given to disposal of the products of home industries as more fully stated earlier in this report. The products not disposed of by private undertaking should be inspected and when salable be1 disposed of through the Division of the Blind. For this purpose there should be at least one sighted employee who should give his entire time to working up a market for the products, interviews and soliciting possible purchasers.

SECTION V.
CONSIDERATION OF WHAT CHANGES, IF  ANY, SHOULD BE MADE IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION OF THE WORK OF THE BLIND CONDUCTED BY THE COMMONWEALTH AND WHETHER ALL OR ANY PART OF THE WORK SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION TO ANY OTHER DEPARTMENT.

The Special Commission has examined the forms of organization of various State Commissions and Divisions, particularly as set up in the reorganization of Departments made in 1919 and has found lack of uniformity as to methods of appointment, powers and functions of boards and deputies and directors. The Special Commission has particularly conferred with the Commissioner of 
Education.The Special Commission is clearly of the opinion that the work for the blind should remain in the Department of Education. The work is primarily to prevent blindness, to conserve sight, to promote happiness, self-respect, and, so far as may be, independence of the blind, through teaching them “ how to be
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blind ” and how to lead as normal lives as possible and teaching them how to develop to greater usefulness their other senses and teaching them how to qualify for earning their support or some part of it according to their capacity. Furnishing of employment in shops is for twofold purposes, to furnish training and to furnish a means of earning where no other suitable means can be found. Subsidy and relief are necessarily part of the work for the blind. Furnishing recreation is also a proper function. All these functions best fit in to the Department of Education.The Special Commission is of the opinion that the Director should have full administrative and executive powers and that the other members of the Division should have only advisory powers. Therefore it is recommended that the laws be clarified and amended as set forth in the Appendix.

GEO. D. CHAMBERLAIN. WM. J. LOOK.GEORGE K. POND. EDWARD B. MOOR.
w il l i a m  h . McCa r t h y .ROBT. DINSMORE.JAMES P. MUNROE. FREDERICK P. CABOT. LILLIAN R. GARSIDE.

MINORITY REPORT
While I concur with the majority as expressed in report, I desire to reserve my rights in regard to certain particulars and recommendations.

R ep. ROBT. DINSMORE.
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A p p e n d i x .

A n  A ct relative to th e  D iv ision  op t h e  B lin d .
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:

Section  1. Section fourteen of chapter fifteen of the General Laws is hereby amended by striking out section fourteen and inserting in place thereof the following: — Section 14. The division of the blind shall consist of a director, at such salary as the governor and council may determine, and an advisory board of five members, who shall serve without compensation. Upon the expiration of the term of office of a director, or of a member of the advisory board, his successor shall be appointed for five years by the governor, with the advice and consent of the council. Said director and members of the advisory board shall be reimbursed for expenses necessarily incurred in the performance of their 
duties.S ection  2. Said chapter fifteen is hereby amended by striking out section fifteen and inserting in place thereof the following: — Section 15. The director, with the advice of the advisory board, may appoint and fix the compensation of such agents, teachers, clerks and other employees and remove them, but no person employed by him shall be a member of the advisory board.

Section  3. Chapter sixty-nine of the General Laws is hereby amended by striking out sections twelve, thirteen, fourteen as amended by section one of chapter four hundred and ninety-nine of the acts of nineteen hundred and twenty-four, fifteen and sixteen, and inserting in place thereof the following: — Section 12. The advisory board of the division of the blind shall act in an advisory capacity with respect to the administration and execution of the laws relating to the blind by the director. Section 13. The director shall establish a bureau of information and industrial aid, the object of which shall be to aid the blind in finding employment and to develop home industries for them. Section 14. The director shall, with the approval of the governor and council, establish, equip and maintain and discontinue schools for industrial training of blind persons, and workshops for their training and employment. Section 15. The director may provide or pay for temporary lodgings and temporary support for workmen or pupils received at any industrial school or workshop and may contribute to the support of pupils from the commonwealth receiving instruction in institutions outside thereof. The director, with the advice of the advisory board, may subsidize the earnings of blind employees in any such school or workshop. Section 16. Under the direction or the" director, there may be expended annually such sums as the general court may appropriate to provide sight-saving classes for children certified by any reputable oculist, as fit subjects for instruction therein. With the approval ot the director, local school committees may organize and conduct such classes.
Section  4. Said chapter sixty-nine is further amended by striking out section twenty-four and inserting in place thereof the following: — Section 24. There may be advanced annually to the director from the state treasuil', from the amount appropriated for the maintenance of the industries established by the director, such sum approved by the governor and council as may be necessary to be used as a working capital for said industries. Said sum when drawn from the treasury shall be deposited in a national bank or trust company
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to the credit of the director, who shall give a bond in such sum and with such sureties as the governor and council may approve.

Section  5. The five associate members of the present commission for the blind shall, for the remainder of their respective terms, serve as the members of the advisory board of the division for the blind.
S ection 6. Section thirteen of chapter fifteen of the General Laws and section two of chapter four hundred and ninety-nine of the acts of nineteen hundred and twenty-four are hereby repealed.
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